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thia state, wan arrested yesterday at
Mineral Point on an Indictment chargthe
nig him with Irregularity wfcb
hank's affairs. He was brought ' tc
Madison, taken before United States
Judge Sanborn, pleaded not guilty
and admitted to bail on a $20,000
bond. Spentley Is charged with having conspired with Phillip A'len, Jr.,
cashier of the bank, by whlCi ho was
able to cash worthless check 'n the
institution and have the traduction
covered np. Checks of this chanoter
alleged to have been drawn by Spens-le-y
in favor of himself and Charles
Mellon and company, partners, are
put at $13,835, exclusive of the sums
BLIZZARD
which
THAT
Spensley Is charged with per
CON INDICATIONS
OF ALLEGED
PRESIDENT ZELAYA ISSUES SUCH mitting Allen to take, - While Mcllon's AFFIDAVITS
IN MIDDLE WEST IS
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SPIRATORS
INSTRUCTIONS TO HIS
name is brought Into each count, no
BREAKING
TION
ARMY
charges are made against him.
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lng it unsafe for Mexican laborers to
come into this section; Five hundred
dollars have been raised for expenses
of the campaign Iri behalf of Cook,
who formerly worked here.
Cook was the conductor of a freight
into Guadalajara
train
running
'
and was arrested after the train was
'
robbed, charged with complicity In
the robbery. - He has been refused
bail, although a Mexican brakeman
and several other Mexicans arrested at
the time of the robbery ; are out' on
bond. Cook declares lie was in the
caboose making out his erports when
the train was robbed. V
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CREW DROWNS WHEN BIG STEEL

EARLY MORNING ALARM,
CAUSES EXCITEMENT
An alarm of fire

turned in at

FREIGHTER SINtiS OFF
BUFFALO

1 o'-

1

clock this morning, which called out
both the East and West side hose companies, caused considerable excitement. The alarm was turned in from
the Santa Fe offices and was the result of sparks from a switch engine
setting fire to the .roof of the extensive Gross Kelly company box factory
Just across the Santa Fe tracks from
the main establishment. Fortunately
railroad men In the vicinity mounted
the roof of the box factory and with
the aid of a few buckets of water put
out the incipient blaze. Both fire
companies were on the scene in record time, the boys anticipating a big
blaze. Had the Are gained any headway, a big loss would have been the
result, as at this time of year besides
the factory Itself, a. large supplyof
lumber, Is kept In stock. The siren
at the power house made the night
hideous by Its prolonged shrieks.
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Charleston, W. Va.,
said that his information came from track record which has stood for over
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the killing of the two Americans, Can'
Shreve, O., Dec. 9. A posse Is in Dr. Pitt, manager of the sanitarium, five years. He covered the half cen- first train from the east today, the ment of Secretary Nagle of the depart- commerce; and labor. , and
non and Groce, by the order of Pres- pursuit of George Boley, who created who ' visited him yesterday. Dr. Pitt tury in 47:18 as against the old mark California limited did not arrive until
ident Zelaya was nothing short of intense excitement at Bog Prairie, could not be reached. Hi's brother, 48:40:1-- made by himself In Fresno, 2 o'clock. Regular No. 1 Is six hours President 'Cameron of the Farmers'
7 and 9 are about National congress were among the
murder, was the statement made here near here last night, and today shot who lives here, said he knew noth Cal., In 1904. Oldfield got inside the late, while-Nos- .
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and the radiator of his car was filled tie improvement in schedules is look
Milwaukee, f)eo.
the time the Insurrection broke out gregatlon with la' shotgun between
.suffering
Manila, Dec. 9. Fourteen men of with alcohol to prevent freezing. At ed for for several days. No. 2 was two
and then shortly after the killing of his knees. Later he went to the home the Second company of native con- the finish, Oldfleld's hands had to be hours late today, a snow blockade In years with a burgeon's sponge sewed
trouble on the up In her hTyf Mrs. John H. Fertig,
Cannon and Groce, he and forty-sev- of Roy Lee, where he held the fam stabulary stationed at Davao, Mindan pulled loose from the steering wheel, Cajon pass causing
f
'
n other Americans went Into' Astra- - ily in terror for some time. Finally ao, who mutinied on the night of having "been affected by the Intense coast lines.
of this clt, di?l at her home yesterda's army.
day.
Sheriff Bell was sent for. When he June 6, were today sentenced to cold at so high a speed.
Four
They fought at the battle of Man- arrived early today, Boley shot him death, after being convicted of murder.
ai?o she wos operated on
E. H. R. Green, member of the PLUCKY WOMAN WALKS
dead and then escaped.
435 MILES IN 16 DAYS for tumors, Jihenhyaic,frtn3 forgot, to
agua he says where twenty-siAutomobile
association
The murder charge was based on American
leans were captured by Zelaya's army.
Denver, Dec. 9. Miss Arizona Evans remove a spbnge from taqv' wound and
the killing of Roy Libby, when the board, acted as referee and as the
Wilson and a few others escaped SHERIFF INSTRUCTED TO
mutineers returned and attacked the meeting was sanctioned the record last night completed her walk from a second onfcratton was performed.
to Costa Rica. There, Wilson Bays,
One rcsi later oortioSs of thewill be accepted aa official.
Shoshone, Wyo., to Denver, a distance
QUELL RIOTING OR QUIT town.
they secured passage to New Orleans-Wilsoof 435 miles. In sixteen days. She spor.gs priced out through the wo
The executions will take place on
,. a third operation which
says It Is the understanding
walked the last thirty-twBedford, Ind., Dec. 9. "Tell Sheriff Davao plaza, the scene of the
miles of her man's
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as prisoners of war, but were shot bor Commissioner Slough and Worner, not exercised. The trialsclemency
were held
N. M., Dec. 9. News and arrived in Denver some time af
Albuquerque,
down in cold blood.
who are here with Adjutant General at Davao, Judge Gates presiding. was
PATIENT
reeclved here yesterday from Ben ter dark. Blizzards, bitter cold and
McCoy of the state militia investigat Twenty-thremen mutinied, eight 'of Bibo, the well known
deep snow were encountered by the
DECAPITATES HIS NURSE
merchant
of
PRESIDENT OF DEFUNCT
ing the situation in the strike of the whom were killed resisting arrest Blbo, N. M west of here, that he had plucky woman the entire distance. "Trinidad Dec, 9. Panf Plllo - de
'To make a living," la Miss Evan's ex Paula, while crazed
MICHIGAN BANK ARRESTED. cutters in the stone quarries. Sheriff while one turned state evidence.
received a telegram announcing the
by blood poison
Box answered that he could not per
death of his brother, Samuel Bibo in planation of her walk, which she says ing last night killed his brother-in-laMadison,
Wis.,- Dec. 9 Clavert suade business men to 'serve as dep- MARINE CORPS ARMED
she
made
on
a
bet that she could walk Nicholas' di "Gesusldo, who1 was nurs
San Francisco, .where the deceased
Spensley, president of the defuoit uties to protect imported strikebreakWITH OBSOLETE RIFLES had been actively engaged in who! the distance in seventeen days. Miss ing him. De Paula at last .severed hia
i
First National bank of Mineral Point. ers.
victim's head with a razor. V
'
sale business for the past ten years. Evans was born in Arizona:
The news will be received with re
Washington, Dec. 9. Obsolete bar
racks, deteriorated rifles and a scarcity gret throughout Now Mexico. Saranel
of enlisted men and officers which Bibo was one of the pioneers of Alpromise for the near future inefficien buquerque and New Mexico and for
cy in the corps are the basis of some twenty-fiv- e
years was engaged In bus
of the complaints made by Major Gen iness in the territory. He was one of
eral Elliott, commandant of the ma- the best known men In the territory
rine corps, in his annual report just and had a host of friends the result
made public. He laid particular stress of his personally attractive character
sained' through
Denver, Dec. 9. At a meeting of the ditch systems.'. Later on extensions upon the fact that 10,000 new rifles and the respect
square business methods.
board of directors of the Camfleld Con- will be made, which with additional are needed by the marine corps.
Kalamazoo, Mich.; Dec.
life their way through half a dozen small
struction, company here last night, the land to bo purchased and on which
lost, hve' firemen injured, three nunc stores and destroyed .the Postal teleare
now
held
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Camfleld,
options
by
dred guests driven scantily clad Into graph and Ameiicau express ' offices.
board ratified the resolution adopted
represent a total outlay of $4,000,000.
the Icy Btreets and property valued More than thirty btillihgs were eithby, the Board of Trustees of the Las The grant
corporation was representat three quarters of a million dollars er burned or gutted bjfi the flames.
of
Las Vegas. N. M., ed at last night's meeting by P. H.
Vegas grant,
destroyed Is the result of a Are which , The guests in the Burdick.Hou.se whereby a contract is entered into by Pierce, of Las Vegas, Work on the
started In the Star Bargaln'house, a were warned of their
D. A.' Camfleld and other capitalists of
danger. tand fled
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ten-cestore, at 10 Volock last night hastl!; to une ffirest, .many, scantily,
irto
a
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Colorado,
mammoth
be pushed during the season of .low
and was only extinguished after an
!
clad. As
tii otuer hotels , lwere-- . ,
rigation project on the Las Vega water In the' Gallinas river from
fight by the combined lira flight--. erowded,
"o compelled to xe- grant In New Mexico which will event- which stream water is, to be diverted
iri' forces of .Kalainazooi Battle Creek main in t ' i
cold for several
ually place under irrigation upwards for irrigation purposes. The
Dalhart,". Tax., Dec. 9. Angry be ico, the railroad men here have apr and Grand
4
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.
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Rapids.
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was the
of 100,000 acres of land in t2ie vicinfor the construction of the big cause they have received no answer to pealed to Governor Campbell and TexThe
flames
1
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:
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the extent of the
princ.
ity of Las Vegas. The original pro- project have already been let .When appeals sent to President Taft and as congressmen to interest them- to the
fire. At o)"2t
u. was impossible to-House, a four-storject will involve the expenditure of completed it will be one of the great- Secretary of State Knox ' on behalf of selves in Cook's case. They declare hotel Burdlck more
'
than half a get mo
covering
streams of water
$750,000 and water 35,000
acres by est reclamation projects In the south James A Cook, an American railroad if action for the relief of Cook is
not block. This was quickly" destroyed. on the '
' ned by a high
means of diversion dams, canals ane west
conductor in Jail at Guadalajara, Mex soon taken, they will retaliate by mafc- Sweeping eastward the flames ate wind, soon
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commissioner.. Friends also believe places along the road and have passthat President Taft's policy of giving ed signal lights which were set Accicapable southern men consideration dents resulted when set lights were
in the filling of responsible federal po- passed. The railroads throughout the
tained on the divisions having 1 per is again able to be at the "throttle" sitions Increases Col. Polk's chances country have agreed on the change. the full confidence of the
'
IIALLET ENGINES
cent grades. A- large proportion of and has reported for duty on his for- for securing the place, which Is to be
.
The Santa Fe has organized another of the World and the Commendation or
this saving In fuel must be attributed mer engine No. 160U relieving Engi- filled early next year.
'
auxiliary railway company for the pur- the most eminent physicians it was essento Ue economy of the compound cylin- neer J. R. McCabe who has been handNo. 1646 was turned out of pose of building and operating about
Engine
tial that the component parts of Syrup-o-f
SIGNALIZE NEW
ders. The saving of 34 per cent fuel ling the engnie.
the local shops yesterday after being 450 miles of road in "western Texas.
'
was obtained on 'the 2.2 per cent
Figs and Elixir of Senna should be
Conductor C. E. Simpson and crew out of service for several days for a This Is In addition to the 310 miles cut
carloads of sheep general overhauling. . Engineer Geo. off which the Santa Fe is now build- known to and approved by them; therewhere the speed was necessar- loaded out thirty-fiv- e
grades,
HAULING POWER
ily very slow. The advantage to be yesterday at the local stock yards. Sells has been assigned to the engine ing between Coleman and Texico, N. fore, the California
Fig Syrup Co. pubderived from the superheater in fuel The sheep were enroute from Magda-len- a for regular duty but is off duty Just at M: The new company Is called the
lishes
full
with every package.
statement
a
to Denver markets and had present Engineer Nelson is in charge Concho, San Saba & Llano Valley
economy can be taken as 15 to 20 per
POWERFUL AND
ECONOMICAL cent
"
been held a day for resting and feed- of the engine until Engineer Sells re- Railway company. It is headed by E. The perfect purity and uniformity of proIS THE SECRET OF THEIR
Recent teste on the Santa. Fe ,'show ing purposes.
P. Ripley, president of the Santa Fe, duct, which they demand in a laxative-remedports for duty.
Milton
of
the
Raton
Fireman
has
the
1200
latter
ob
out
No.
that
and
its stock is all held by Santa Fe
which
been
Henry
has
figure
been,
Engine
(SUCCESS
of an ethical character, are assured,
tained, but it Is probable that a por division has reported for duty on en- of the passenger service for the past men. The original company was orthe
original method of man1204
Company's
No.
at
by
held
off
arafter
tion of this 'saving is due to the
gine
nine days receiving o thorough over- ganized as an independent project a
being
TESTS BY THE SANTA FE rangement of the draft rigging, which this point on account of the "16 hour hauling at the local shops has been few months ago, but Its charter rights ufacture known to the Company only.
dispenses with the baffle plate and law". Fireman J. F. Shaw of the discharged for duty again. Engineer and franchises have been taken over
The figs of California are used in the
.
permits of the use of larga exhaust third1 district handled his engine while Ed Sears and Fireman F. B. Connell by the Santa Fe interests. An amend production of Syrup of Figs and Elixir of
Thes are Being Carried on In Topeka nozzles and reduces the loss from
he was off duty.
who have been off duty while the en- ment to the charter of the 'company
Eugene Fulgenzl who has been em-- gine has been in the shops are both ' s Just been filed, Jn which a state- Senna to promote the pleasant taste, but
fuel discharged through thb
Shop of Transcontinental .System
":
ployed at the local shops for the past back on the Job again.
ment of the lines which It proposes the medicinal principles are obtained from,
With Gratifying Results President stack. ,
month as coppersmith has resigned his
be- to build are set forth. The principal plants known to act most beneficially.
Fireman
was
Made
who
left
Test
Vagal
Topeka
of B. Ri T. Ridicules Rumors of Gl
v
The economy of feed-watheaters position. Jake Brito who was recent- hind on engine No. 1602 at Albuquer- line is to run from San Angelo north
To get its beneficial effects always buy
gantic Strike Ripley Road to Build for locomotives has been frequently ly employed as pipe, fitter and copper que Tuesday night on account of not to a connection with the
the
genuine manufactured by the Cali
'
New Lines In Texas.
cutoff at Lubbock. This line will fornia
demonstrated, and the smaller ones smith will fill the position made va- leaving his "address" with the call
Fig Syrup Co. only, and for
cant
by the resignation of Fulgenzl. boy deadheaded up from Albuquerque be 218 miles Ions: and will pass
wbichhave been used on the ordinary
W. W. McCormlck who was former yesterday morning on No. 8. Fireman through Lamesa, Tahoka and several by all leading druggists.
The most Important development in simple locomotives have usually given
locomotive practice in thd past year is a good account of themselves.
The ly trainmaster at this place under Su- W. E. Hittson who came out of Al- other towns at present removed from
"During the past year," remarked
the extensive. use of Mallet locomotives larger superheater which it is possible perintendent Kurn, passed through buquerque yesterday afternoon dead- transportation facilities. Most of this
on western lines, says the Railroad to use in the boiler shell of the Mal the city Tuesday afternoon from Sa heading down on stub No. 1.
road is 'already under contract and the patent medicine man, "I have sold
Brakeman Vincent Rathburn has re- - construction work "Is In progress. The 2,983,697 bottles of my consumption
Aga Gazette. These Mallet engines let locomotive must exceed in efflclen ginaw, Mich., enroute to Los Angeles,
cure." "You must Indeed be filling
have proved bo successful and have cy any type which has been previously where he Is going to consult a spe turned to bis duties after being off
(Continued en Page 6.)
your coffers," murmured hi 4 friend.
showed such remarkable fuel economy used. It has already been demonstra- cialist regarding the treatment of one for the past three weeks on account of
the death of his brother, Charles
as corbpared with the largd consoll ted on the Santa Fe that 5 or 6 feet of bis ears which Is troubling him.
' datlon engines previously used in ser-- of the front end of the long tubes used Conductor R. R. Reardon has been Rathburn at El Paso, Texas, and the
Is an ordeal which all womer
Vide that smaller articulated engines with large freight locomotives can be placed In charge of the second coal serious illness of lis mother at St
with dread, for
approach
run
at Hebron. Owing to the conges Joe, Mo. Brakeman . Rathburn reliave been ordered for road service profitably removed and their places oc- to the pain
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another
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These proved so economical that in heaters. A boiler so constructed Is
of the suffering In store for
this run for a few days. Coal ship- "starvation route."
now
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Mallet
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May,
ments continue
her robs the expectant mother
The lure of a white light by the waythrough to the
dered, it laving been decided to ex- ditions where the separate economy of coast and will heavy
for some months to side of railroads will not longer be
nf rtleasant anticinatinns.
,
tend the use of them to districts hav-- each device can be accurately meas
come.
held responsible for railroad wrecks. Thousands of women have found the use of Mother's Friend robs
ured, and when these tests are com
ing grades as low as .072 per cent.
Col. L. J. Polk, general agent of the The white light as a sismal for a clear confinenlent of much pain and insures
we
to
be
to
the
able
to
convert
decision
recent
safety to life pf mother and
pleted
hope
present
, The
Gulf lines, has gone to track Is to go. On
tn women at the critical time. '.Nnt
Wednesday of child. This liniment is a God-sen- d
.consolidations into articulated, loco-- t some data showing what economy can Santa Fe's
Washington, it is understood, in the in- next week a yellow light will be sub
r
only does Mothers Friend carry women safely through the perils of
motives is one of the most surprising be expected from large
terest of his candidacy for a member- stituted for a white light on the Pitts muu-uiu- n,
"
and far reaching movements in loco heaters In locomotive practice.
uui u prepares
on
the Interstate Commerce com- burg and Lake Erie road of the New the system for
It can be seen that the Introduction ship
the coming
motive practice ever witnessed in this
mission. Col. Polk, according to re York Central system. The entire Cens
rr
cvrni
country. The Great Northern is re of the converted Mallet locomotive, as ports, has the indorsement
morning i w i
ipvpc
a
of
large tral system Is preparing to adopt the
ceiving from the Baldwin works the above described, Involves1 some new number of Texas
T
shippers, as well as plan at as early a date as the changes
t $i .oo.
5'H.
"yum wts inXorma-Hofront engine with compound cylinders, questions of proportions of cylinders railroad men
Book of valuable
n
and his friends believe can be made. Engineers
of fast wuiiuna.
mailed free.
which is intended to be coupled to one and beating surface, the efficiency of
that he is peculiarly equipped to serve trains have often been confused by
XH3 BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO.
r
of the old consolidation engines we superheaters and
heaters, the
Atlanta. Ga.
commerce' white lights in dwellings and other
as
an
Interstate
public
-numerous
comwhich
will
test
have already referred to, and the
require
bination will be" what we have termed measurements before the best propor4
a "Converted Mallet locomotive."
The tions can be arrived at
"
firebox, boiler cylinder and running
gear of the consolidation, remain the RAILROAD NOTES
same. The Emerson superheater will
Conductor Rhodes and crew handled
Early in the day and early in December. 'That will
Commencing ' Friday December the 10th we will
be fitted to the "smokebox and the new
8 out of this point yester
No.
stub
be
of
biggest
the
your
to
hnllei rTiaII ft tho front ano-lrivrlll tia
gift
the workers
Holidays
keep open every evening until Christmas. Our exr
day,
cellent lighting system inakes evenings as good as
behind
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to
fastened
counters
new
not
will
This
6hell
and
on
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f
it
'- -f
delivery wagons.
Fireman Skyles who is lined up on
'
have any direct evaporating surface,
in which to shop. .
a
day
board is taking a tew days'
but will be filled with tubes and used the extra
oft. , .
r
as a
heater, thus utilizing lay
;
a portion of the heat from the waste John Stein superintendent pt the
system is visiting Trinidad togases which passed out of the stack Harvey
business.
on
day
'
of the simple engine. The compound
aJSElLt! i!HHilMIUw
Fireman TV. N. Marx has reported
v
f
cylinders In slow freight service will for
j
on engine Nd 1600 relieving
duty
' 1 HP
produce some additional saving in extra FirernHn McNeeley.
(
steam and fuel, so that the total econ
Engine.No. 1601 has been taken out
omy of the complete locomotive, will of the
service and put in the
be such tbatltf la expected that the local freightfor rebabbitting eccentric
shops
""w surface ana heating surface of strap, - 'f
'';
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1
H
-1
.
original simple consolidation en
Brakeman Jieo; Hoyer of the selJ V4.
steam
to
furnish
will
be sufficient
gine
cond ftiSxIcTIs off "duty here from his
for the larger and heavier articulated run on the local with Conductor Kro
(. ,;
'
engine.
,
ner's crew.
The cylinders of he consolidation ' Conductor R. A.Aaird of the seengines are22x30 n.;, driving wheels, cond district is layirig off at this point.
65 in.;. weight on driers, lSO.OOO lbs.;
Conductor Simpson being asslngned to
total heating Burface, 2,768 sq. feet; his run temporarily.
Magrate area, 59.2 sq. ft. The large
B. Q. Lynch, a foad foreman of
llet engines on the Great Northern
for the third district was in
engines
have- horse power cylinder 21
the city yesterday from his headquarIn.; a heating surface of 5,700 sq. ft. ters in Albuquerque.
' C ..
and a grate area of 78 sq. f- t- while the
Conductor C. A. Bruce deadheaded
TThe heavy selling earlier in the season has left us with a few high class Suits in broken sizes. Several exceptionally
Mallet engine for ordinary road ser- up from Albuquerque on No. 8 yester20x
vice have high "pressure cylinders
good models in 40 and 42. These are all this season's goods from the best manufacturers in the country. Style,
day morning after piloting engine No.
30 in. heating of 39.14 sq. ft. and grate 1224 to the Duke
fit and quality of the very best and our usual guarantee goes with every suit, . To clean up the lot we will give, this
city.
area of 53 sq. ft.. The converted Ma- ., Engineer Van Arsdale and Fireman
v
week,
llet locomotive will have the same
McRae are back at their duties on ensurface and grata area
gine No. 1653 after having lost a trip
bS the old consolidation, and while it
being "up on the carpet."
surface
earn
that the heating
may be
John Anaya is a new fixture with
and grate krea .should now be suff- the Santa Fe company at Lamy havicient to supply the same high presbeen employed recently to work
sure cylinder as before, yet the new ing
in the ash pit at that place.
converted, locmotivip will; be- much
Brakeman W. E. Flaherty has again
larger and heavier, ih more weight resumed his duties on the local run
on drivers and greater tractive power, with Conductor Kramer's crew after
so that whatever additSpnaJ. heat is a few
days' off taking in the sights of
absorbed btbe enginTOmuat be de- the Meadow City.
'
rived .fromy the .Btperkir economy of
OUR TOYLAND is SANTA CLAUS headquarters for Las Vegas and vicinity. He has borrowed our shelves and counters and
Chas. Thayer operator at Ribera
,
adthe compp?and-fyTihflemfrom tha
has taken a few days' lay off and will
filled
with everything imaginable in the way of toys, dolls, etc.
them
vantage lot the super?ater and the spend his vacation in Albuquerque.
feed-ater
dute
3ieater.
to
the
No matter what the Children may wish Santa can supply the demand from his stock in our store, and naturally this departsaving
He has been relieved by Operator C.
:'.Fuel SaversV
A. Carter of Wagon Mound.
is
filled with enthusiastic children all day leng. Their happy, joyous atticipation of the coming Holiday events would tickle
ment
and
.; cylinders
The
' 'Santa."
Engineer Holmes has been assignarea
Bring the children m and let them look over Santa's own stock; pick out what they wish and leave an order for it.
anyold
on
of
tha smaller iIIsta
grate
ed t6 regular duty on engine No. 1604
the Great Northern are smaller than the engine recently handled by Engi-ne- r
those of the consolidations, but the
Sells who has transferred his
tonnage rating has been increased near- "affections" to engine No. T646.
Our line of Dolls is one of the largest in
Wagons, Sleds, Tool Chests, Velocipedes,
32
ly
per cent and a fuel sayirig on the
Railroad officials of the Eastern
This season we have a beautiful line of
e
Wheelbarrows,, Magic Lanterns, Iron
basis' of i per cent is ob- - Railway of New Mexico are expected
the Territory including every kind, size
fancy Aprons made in the daintiest, most
to- visit Artesia the 15th instant with
Toys, of every description, Mechanical
and description of Dolls, Wooden Dolls,
the view of looking over the route
pleasing styles and from the sheerest maToySf Woden Toys for the boys and Dolls,
China Dolls, Bisgue Dolls, Kid Dolls, and
with the view of building a spur track
Pianos, Furniture, Dishes, Doll Beds,
terials. Tastefully trimmed with Lace, .
"
to Hope.
Rag Dolls that do anything possible for
Doll Cradles, Doll Clothes, Doll Trunks,
Ruffles and Ribbons. A very popular and .
Engineer McCabe and Fireman Shel;
dolls
to do.
,
to
for the girls.
ley deadheaded
Albuquerque last
Prices 50c to $3. each.
gift.
appropriete
night ;on delayed No. 7 to handle
No. 0139 to La's Vegas which Is
enroute to the La Junta shops from
Albuquerque.
OUTING
Brakeman Johnnie McGulre who recently qualified for tha duties of a
Ultra shoes for women
Children's Outing Flannel Gowns,
LADIES' SWEATERS.
$3.50
KNIT 8KIRT8.
brakeman made his maiden trip yesmade
well
from
good
quality
on
Conductor Hetzlert car and
terday
Rosenwald
for
wc-$- 4
35c skirts for
Special
13.00 and $3.50 sweaters for $1.95
25e
65o
of flannel
had a long "coal drag" to Initiate him
men . . .
and
$5
.
75c skirts for
60c.
$4.00 to $5.00 sweaters for $330
into the service.
Ladies' Outing Flannel Gowns,
"
Sanatorium
shoes. for women$3.50
.x...75c
Engineer Hughey Qulgley and Fire$1.00 skirts for
$6.00 to $7.00 sweaters for $5.00
full styles, fast colors, trimmed
'
man R. D. Barton nave been assigned
65c
white braid
sweaters
Fox's
to
for
$6.00
skirts
$8.00
for
$8.50
$1.25
$1.00
fancy
$2 to $6
Slipper
.4..
to regular duty on, engine No. 1619
Children's shoes
which has Just come out of the AlbuLadles' Outing Flannel oGwns,
65o
to $3
.T....
after being out of serIn contrast-- .
collars
and
querque
shops
cuffs
pi
kill
WHhltl vice, for several days for repairs.
Felt Slippers,
'
'
50o to $2
trimmed with
Sure to Give
.j
?
colors,
ing
ti faction.
CIVt
85c.
braid
RELIE f AT ONCE.
iC J.r Hunter, .former freight conducBoys' soft sole shoes, 35c to 65s
y
It cleanses, soothes, h, ' at id protects ths tor on the Santa Fe, has brought suit
umewwa membrane ri
Ladles' Outing Flannel Gorns,
Crossett shoes for men $4 to $6
ffom Catarrh at Albuquerque against the Santa Fe
and drives away a Cold iu tin: iiead
extra
made
of
A
line
of
and
Infants'
quickly.
attractive
in
knit
quality,
neatly
which
sacques
large
Blue
he
and
White,
for
K
$20,000 damages'
alleges
Itestores the Benspg oi! 'iv,'-.Douglas shoes for men $2 to 8.50
nnd Brnell.
and. good weight
$1.00
Pink at
...I
resulted from the loss of, sight in one
i
35c, 60c, $1.00 and $1.25.
Easy to use. Contain po i
drugs
"t
Douglas shoes for boys $1.75 to 3.50
Applied into the n- S..7
,
'orbed. eye, caused by an accident on the
Ladles' Outing Flannel Skirts.
Large Size, 50 cents rt
.
o;- - by railroad.;
assortment
Infants'
of
to
a
Also
Bootees
match
large
the
mail. Liqnid Ct ,u i
variknee length, good quality,
sacques,
Rubbers for Everybody
r nee in
Engineer. Lee Wrietot who was bada ,
atomizers, 75 cents.
10c, 20c, 25c, 35c and 50c.
85c. ,
ety of patterns
several
Polishes
burned
about
the
face
for all Shoes.
days
ly
O.Y BROTHERS, 6,8 V ., New York,
ago by a lubricating glass blowing up ,T
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FEW DOSES KECUUTE

SECRETARY

KIDMS-END

DICKINSON

THURSDAY,

sustain a patent to superior citizenship, not by vauntlngs nor by reproaches as to the past, but by excelling in generous rivalry in serving
our country, striving to secure and
perpetuate personal freedom not the
freedom of license but freedom of
thought, opinion and action regulated
maintain Justice
by general law;
through courts with impartial judges
and Juries open to all alike, where
weakness and poverty are as potent
as power and wealth? and keeping our
republic in a career that will conserve for the longest time the rich
blessings which It is now showering
upon humanity." '

--

BACKACHE

kidneys act fine and
backache or bladder misery is relieved after a few doses of Pape's Diu.

LAUDS SOUTH

VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

retic

SAYS WE
ARE TODAY
MOST
Pains in the back, sides or loins,
HOMOGENEOUS
PEOPLE IN
rheumatic twinges, debilitating headWORLD
ache, nervousness, dizziness, sleep-

-

1

1909

9.

THREE

L' SldBu

lessness, Inflamed or swollen eyelids,
wornout feeling and many other
IBASED symptoms of clogged, inactive kidneys simply vanish.
War Department Chief Delivers
Frequent, painful- - and uncontroll- RED CROSS STAMP
,
Address Before New York able urination due' to a weak or IrATTRACTIVE
"STICKER"
Southern Society on Occasion of ritable bladder is promptly overcome.
Annual Banquet Civil War Not a
The Red Cross Christmas stamp
The moment you suspect any kidContest Between Southerners and
ney, bladder or urinary disorder, or for this year Is a bright little "stickNortherners, But a Conflict Between feel rheumatism
coming, begin taking I er" for use on letters and parcels
States.
that is very different in design from
this harmless remedy, with
tne one used last year.
no
is
other
that
there
New York, Dec. 9. Secretary of knowledge
The new stamp was chosen out of
War Dickinson was the principal medicine, at any price, made any 1,200 designs submitted to the Ameri"
in the world, which will can Red Cross by as many artists ovspeaker at the annual
banquet where else
of the New York Soilthern Society effect so thorough and prompt a er the country, the award for the first
at the Waldorf-Astori- a
treatment of design going to Carl Wlngate, of
last night The cure, as a fifty-cen- t
secretary responded to the toast, "The Pape's Diuretic, which any druggist New York. The stamp is one inch
Invasion of the North by the South," can
square, printed In bright Chrlstmaa
supply.
and his remarks were bo patriotic as
This unusual preparation goes dl colors, red and green, the Inscription
to call forth thunderous applause from
la white letters. The most conrect to the
kidneys, blad being
hig auditors time and again.
spicuous thing on the stamp is a red
der
and
urinary system, cleaning, cross, significant of the cause for
The secretry prefaced his remarks
with a protest against the custom healing and strengthening these or- which the stamp is sold. Above the
of southerners In the north, affirming gans and glands, and completes the cross on the green holly leaves are
a public gatherings their loyalty to cure before you realize it
clusters of red holly berries, and the
the United States.
A few days' treatment with Pape's whole design presents a cheerful ap"The time has come," said the sec- Diuretic means clean, active, healthy pearance, on a letter or package conretary, "when there Is not only no kidneys, bladder and urinary organs taining a Christmas gift
The stamps sell at one cent each
good ground for, but conclusive reason against, giving especial emphasis, and you feel fine.
Red Cross will use the money
and
Your physician, pharmacist, ban to the
as southerners to such declarations.
white plague in the cities
the
fight
Tiy implication they suggest a doubt ker or any mercantile agency will tell in which the stamps are sold.
where none should exist. They do not you thatPape, Thompson & Pape, of
These stamps can be purchased in
Teflect a true appreciation' of the spir- Cincinnati, Is a large and responsible Las Vegas at either Murphy's or the
it of the day. We do not need them medicine concern, thoroughly worthy Red Cross drug store. Remember that
to convince ourselves that the south of your confidence.
on every stamp sold the Laa Vegas
with practical unanimity will sustain
Accept only Pape's Diuretlo fifty hospital receives a liberal commis our country in any time of storm or cent treatment from
any drug store sion, so in buying them you vare helpstress. If there are any southern men
ing two causes, the fight against the
anywhere in the world.
who feel otherwise, they are too indread white plague and the local hos
consequential to exert any apprecipital.
able Influence."
itles to the essential truth. The Civil
Proceeding to his topic, Secretary war was a war between the states,
$100 Reward, $100
Dickinson said in part:
but as to the participants it was pure
of this paper will be
The
readers
"I have in mind an invasion entire- - ly a local question. There were sev- - pleased to learn that there Is at least
enteen
brigadier generals, four major one dreaded disease that science has
ly peaceable and conquests that are
civic. When the canny Scot was In- - generals and one lieutenant general been able to cure in all its stages, and
corporated injto the Kingdom of Great in the southern army who were born that is catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
Britain aaglnst his will, he got his in the Northern states. Of these, Bev- is the only positive cure now known
Catarrh
inning by moving Into the enemy's en were born in the state of New to the medical fraternity.
country and accommodating himself York. Of the first five, who were full being a constitutional disease, requires
to the new and iuevitable order of generals of the Confederate army, a constitutional, treatment. Hall's Cathings. There was never a deeper Cooper who was the ranking officer, tarrh Cure is taken Internally, acting
hate than that which the --Scots Cher-- was born in New York, and Albert directly upon the blood and mucuous
ished for England, but in time they Sidney Johnston was of a Connecticut surface of the system, thereby de.became a bulwark of strength to father and a Massachusetts mother. stroying the foundation', of the disease,
Great Britain and achieved and main- - ' KIrby Smith, the last general who and giving the patient strength by1
talned a leadership which has bean surrendered was of New England par-on- e building up the constitution and assistIn doing Its work. The proof the main sources of her great- - entage. Eighty of the graduates of ing nature
cur
neea."
West Point who entered the Confed- - prietors have so muoh faith In its hun
one
ative
offer
that
powers
non-ethey
r
as
a
were
in
born
the
erate
the
speakarmy,
Using tpat
parallel
dred dollars for any case that it falls
dwelt upon the Impoverished con- - seceding states,
to cure. Send for list of testimonals.
foldition of the South immediately
on our
x "BuJ; there was reciprocity
Address F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo,
'
lowing the war and then proceeded , part Kentucky brought" forth the Ohio. Sold
by druggtsta, f5c. Take
to trace the invasion of northern central figure of the epoch, Abraham Hall's
Pills for constipation.
Family
Thom-"Thmen
e
women.
southern
and
fields by
Lincoln. Virginia gave birth to
tide once set in did not sub-- as, the rock ol Ghlcamauga and Ten-sid- e
The nicest Jhlng about all the fluffy,
when the causes that first gave nessee produced Parragut, the great-I- t
filmy,
frilly, lacey clothes a woman
to
ceased
the
est
act,"
admirals.
ot
The
the
speaker
impulse
commanding
wears Is what you really oughtn't
e
continued. "In all the large pro- - officers of twelve of Farragut's
ever know it.
n
cities of the north. Southern
ships at the battle of New
.
are a forceful part of the busi- - leans, were born In slave holding
A Card
ness, professional and social life and states. Early in the war the com-thi- s
This is to certify that all druggists
Is especially true of the bound- - manding officer of the Northern army
authorized to refund your money
ing commercial centers of the middle was a Virginian and the ranking of- - are
and extreme west. Their names are cer of the Southern army was a New If Foley's Honey and Tar falls to cure
not obscure. The reputation of many : Yorker. Southern people when they your cough or cold. It stops the cough,
tha lungs and prevents serious
j review
is International.
this list and see how much heals
results
"I have sometimes thought that the they are indebted should at least monia from a cold, prevents pneuand consumption. Contains no
men of the South wronged her by pause before making generalizations.
opiates. The genuine is in a yellow
seekin
her
her
even
and
are
We
under obligations to tha package. Refuse
poverty,
leaving
substitutes.
Red
ing (new and happier surroundings north for the corner stone of the con-- Cross Drug Co. and O. G. Schaefer.
and greater opportunities, and that in federacy, the doctrine of secession,
this the South suffered a great loss;
"Today we are the most homogen-Bu- t
The
man
could
there is a wider vision that shows eous people of any of the greater be a best deal that everiflived
he didn't
better
good
there was compensation. The achieve-- powers of the world. We have our take so much
pride out of it.
ments of Southern" men, in the north, local differences and variances in
to
the
while redounding
happiness of ideals and subordinate principles of
individuals have government. May they continue to For Eczema, Tetter and Salt Rheum
the successful
The intense itching characteristic
. wrought in a far more significant way flourish in full vigor. Out of their de-fof these ailments is almost instantly
the
of
the welfare
country.
velopment will be evolved a healthier, allayed-b- y
Chamberlain's Salve. Many
"It is generally accepted that the more intelligent and enduring nation-Civ- severe cases have been cured
by It
War was a contest between the al life. The stimulus and rivalry will For sale by all dealers.
on
one
blood
side
of
to
northern
redound
the general good,
people
and the people of southern blood on
"Americans have a common and
A woman's sense of duty is so
the other side. This is a great error, equal heritage. The various sections strong she can feel it is her duty to
We are slow to look beyond general- - can best show forth their worth and have' one.
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PRICED CAR

O. B.

Detroit

Regarding Weight

Light as the Ford car is, 1200 lbs., it is no lighter in proportion' than a passenger engine of the accepted
highest type. The 5,000 H. P. Pacific type locomotive used on the Pennsylvania Lines West weighs 63.8 lbs. per
horse power. The Model T" weighs 53.3 lbs. per horse power. Each is designed by ' an engineering
expert
for passenger service. On the ot.her hand, the average freight engine, as well as a large proportion of automobiles, weighs from 85 to 110 lbs. per horse power. Note the .difference? In the above the Ford h. p. is figured
'
"
from tha generally accepted formula 02 X-f
' 't:
'N
N

W

k

c.'".

The horsepower of the Model "T" tho ratedas "twenty" is greater than the average "thirty"
the "forty" cars.
,

someTSf

'

and

equal to

'

J

. .:

Regarding Upkeep Cost
which in connection with the Ford light,

r

S

There are some llems
car are small in comparison
with similar items for high priced, heavier cars. Repair bills are smaller; fuel bills are lighter; tire cost are
less. A Model "T" costs less to maintain per month than a horse and buggy. A gallon of gasoline is enough
for 22 to 25 miles; a set of tires lasts 8,000 to 10,000 miles or more, ana repair parts are low priced and easiV
ly installed.
,
low-price- d

(

Regarding Qua tity
strength. Light weight Is expensive,

l;f

.

.

.

r

i

!

not cheap to build. Commodore Vander- Quality, not quantity, makes
bllt, that giant of railorad development once offered a carriage builder 11,000 for each pound by which be
was able to reduce the weight of a buggy. It is a mistake to consider low price as a result of light weight or
that light weight is a result of low price. Low price results from know-how- ,
from specialization, from quant
ity buying and producing and from system- - In production and belling. Light weight is the result of Mr. Ford's
4
conviction that quality and design, not quantity and cast iron, are essentials of strength.
'

Regarding Specifications

A Vanadium steel, four cylinder, twenty horsepower, 1200 lb. car; Ford magneto built Jn as
gine, no brushes, contact points, moving wires or batteries; thermo-syphosystem of cooling;

a part

i

of en

new design
planetary transmission, silent easy and long lived; combination splash and gravity oiling system without oilers, lubricators or piping; three point suspension, unit construction throughout and only three units to eni j o
Ford features described In catalog.
chassis; and interchangeable bodies. These and other
n

V

Regarding Price

In view of, the above advantages, it might be expected that the Ford price would be correspondingly high.
The reverse is true. The price is the loweBt. The price of the completely equipped car is several hundred dol
lars lower than that pf any other car of nearly equal value, tho the other car may be listed with equipment ex
tra. A Model "T" buyer has no extras to buy. In addition to the magneto which is a built-i- part of the en
gine, the touring cas, tourabout and roadster prices include an extension top, an automatic brass windshied. a
gas lamps, a generator, 3 oil lamps and a horn. This equipment is usually listed separ
speedometer, two
ate and calls lor an expenditure or irom ii5U.uu to fouu.uu more, how does Ford do It? We have not room
to enumerate all the means employed, but any car now selling for several hundred dollars more could, If
built by Ford in the Ford factory by Ford methods and in Ford quantities, be sold at the Ford price If the mas
'
er would be satisfied with the Ford .profit per cat.'
n

h

o. r. HOSKIMS.uonorai Agonta for San r.liguol, mora, Colfax Countlos.
looml Agent
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$125 a month and his property worth
How the average
womnf1
only $14,000 and that defendant had abuse her husband and how
hevS
ceased
her $150 alimony deserve itl
t
J
PROPOSED FOR RATON upon her paying
remarriage. She also asks to
be awarded various articles which she
Alone In Saw-Mil- l
at Night
Raton, N. M., Dec. 9. At the meet claims are her property, but remained unmindful of dampness, drafts, storms
ing of the Raton Commercial club in the custody of her former hus or cdld, W, J. Atkins worked as night V
much interest was revived in the pro band.
watchman, ,at Banner Springs, Tenn.
Such exposure gave him a severe cold"
posed establishment of a miners' res
'
It's a Crime'
cue station at Raton. Some months
that settled on. his lungs. At last he
,
ago a Mr. Sheridan was sent out from to neglect your health. . The ' worst had to give up work. He tried mnnv
but all failed till he used
Washington by the government geo neglect that you can be guilty of is remedies
Dr. King's New Discovery.
"After
logical survey, to this place to in to allow constipation, biliousness - or
liver or bowel trouble to continue. using one bottle," 'he writes, '1 went
vestigate the feasibility of locating any
back
to
work
as
well
is
as
It
ever." Severe
such an institution here. Mr. Sheridan and poisoning your entire system COlds,' Stubborn: COUffhs.'
Inflnmo
lead to a serious chronic dis
did so and gave assurance that the ease..may
throats
and
sore
Take Ballard's
lungs, hemorrhages,
and get
station would- be placed in Raton. absolutely well. The Herblne
sure cure for croup and whooping cough get quick
Nothing further was heard of this any and all troubles of the stomach,! relief and prompt cure from his elorl- an
until
article, liver ana Doweis. sold by Center Block bus ' medicine. 50, nnd f 100. Trial
matter, however,
bottle free, guaranteed by all jHrug-printed in the St. Louis Republic, Depot Drug Co.
.,
,
glsta.
,
appeared, stating that Raton was
among the list of places where a
No woman ever
herself bad;
uiver notice tnat wnen yolu are on
station was to be established by the no man ever made made
himself good.
time the other is invariably late?
government.
-- a
No definite Information to this effect has been reecived by the club,
but definite action was at once taken
in ascertaining the exact truth in the
matter and in expressing an active
interest In the government's proposed
move. Frank A. Young, mining e
gineer of the Rocky Mountain railroad
i
was appointed to write to the interior
department for information and ascer
)
tain what action the commercial club
we can
l
may take for assuring the project,
A number of rescue stations have
already been established in the east
and it Is altogether likely that the
The Gieitt DANDERINE Never
west will soon be supplied with a
targe number of these stations.
Fails to
The Cherry mine disaster doubt
Desired. Results.
t
less has done much toward calling
TT enlivens and invigorates the hair
.
of
mine
the
attention
the
inspectors
1 glands and tissues of the tula.. k
to the unsafe condition of mines in '
;
resulting In a continuous and
different parts of the .country and to
Increasing growth of the hair, '
the imperative need of better facilities
for rescue work.
Letten of prelie are cootmualiy
coming In from nearly
parts of
While these stations do not employ
the country atatlng that Danderlne
cm renewed the growth of hair tn
more than three or four regular men
caaea that were cuas. lured abso.' 1
,
the station is well worth going after
lutely hopelesa.
A lady from BroolihrA wrltej:
as its purpose is to maintain a school
"After a abort trial mjr ti!r (stopped
falling, an I how have a li vely bead
of instruction which would bring a
of batr, very heavy and over one au4
great many from the mining districts
quarter yarda long."
of southern Colorado and northern
Danderlne
stimulates the scalp,
New Mexico to witness demonstrations
makes it healthy and keeps it so.
in mine
rescue work. It is the

MINERS' RESCUE STATION

,
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DIVORCED WOMAN SUES.
FOR PROPERTY DIVISION
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WHOLESALE DEALER, EAST LAS VEGAS.

Santa Fe, N.

j

M., Dec. 8.

In the dis

trict court for Santa Fe county suit

was filed yesterday by Zepora G.
Renehan, of Los Angeles, Calif., versus Aloys B. Renehan, of Santa Fe,
for a readjustment of the alimony
and division of community proonrty
alleged to be worth $80,000, while the
annual income of defendant Is given
at $12,000. The! plaintiff asserts that
after divorce from defendant she married Robert C. Gortner, whose present
income from his law practice is only

w

III!

'

fifl?

B

greatest scalp invigorstor
known. It is a wholesome medicine '
(or both the hair and scalp. Even

('.'

small bottle of It will put
more $ mine life in 'your
hair thitii a gallon of any
othe liflir tonic ever made.
s results from the
It r

vi",

;
1'i. w on sale At every drug anil
'
:
in the land ; 3 sizes
..
and
,

tre
iOo

"
X

$1.00

a a T ahow how qnlekly I
Istnderinecta,we I
HI send a large sample free I
turn malt to any one who I
uta ttiia tree coupon to the K
iim uaaoartM St.. Caicafs,
!i thelrname and address I
iis id inver or stampai
l
In

'iwaKe.
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

Itc

ty to enforce Laa Vegas ordinance
and do what they can to correct this
Slthy habit, so fraught with peril to
ESTABLISHES 1S7S.
all who use the streets.
In the meantime, however, much
PUBLISHED BY
can be done to bring about better
"The Optic Publishing
Company methods of street and sidewalk clean(iSOOItFOBATID
ing. Busniess men must learn that
.' . i
it Is better for the sidewalks In front
M. M.PADGETT....
EDITOR of their places of .iuslness to remain
untidy than to ba. e wept during busi
ness' hours when people are on the
streets. The proper way is to sweep
the sidewalks early in the morning
v Entered at the Postofflce at East before the people begin to occupy
the streets or late at night after the
Las Vegas, N. M., aa aeond-claa- a
people have gone home The ' dust
matter.
nuisance is a reality and all citizens
must give thought to these matters
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
which affect" the health of
We must'perserve and continue
. Dy.
the
great
improvement that we have
Year
Per
by Carrier....... ;...,'.$7.00 witnessed during the past three or
Per Month by Carrier ..1..'..,.. .65 four years In the matter of cleaning
Per Week by Carrier
.20 the,
It will pay
(streets and sidewalks.
' in many ways.
'"'V.
Weekly
,
One year
.I..I2.00
GRlkDE tAcViER
LOO DEMANDS ON A
La ?;onths

gatltj Optic

.

manship, physical culture with the
ability of a specialist, but must give
the supervisor all the credit for the
success Attained.
She must teach business forms, business usage, short cuts and brief meth
ods with all the knowledge of a book- Keeper, or ins. scnoois are considered
A
Impractical.
, Sha must, at Jier own
expense, attend institutes and associations; listen
to
theorists,
professors, sentimental idiots, enthusiastic promoters, visionary reformers,
shrewd
persistent hobmounteby riders and , educational
banks promulgating a series of orders
which would beand counter-order- s
wilder an astute philosopher.

.

1903

9,

SIASKEUEPCHTS.

Your money will go farther and your,
holipresents will please better if your
day shopping is done at

, St. Louis Wool Market
St. Louis, Dec. 9. Wool unchanged.
territory and western mediums 24
29; fine mediums 2125;.flna

4n
kd,
61;

TAUPERT'S

York," Dec. ' 9. Lead, steady,
,14. CopMr, steady, stand- -

,

long-winde- d

DECEMBER

THURSDAY,

and ,JajuHuyj,Jl&7513;

7--

Our goods and prices are open ior yuux
inspection and approval. It will be our

Kansas City Sheep Market.
Sheep 6,00 steady; muttons $4.50
6 ;r lambs
$68; western, wethers and
yearlings 57; fed western ' ewes
$4.505.40.

pleasure.to show you through.

.3

'

le.

LOCAL

NEWS

Antonio Martinez was brought into
the Justice of the Peace's court this
morning on the charge of having tried
to down the whiskey trust and on
appearing before Judge Murray he was
handed the usual "dope" which he
room. MariJany who have never taught ap- paid for and left the court
is a resident of Taos and probtinez
parently regard the teacher's position
whisas a sort of a, sinecure, because the ably not used to the brands of
stated hours when the teacher is key sold in this vicinity.
known to be at work are fewer and
Services with special reference to
the holidays more frequent than in
Feast of Light, or Hanukah, will
the
These
people
any other employment.
probably have little if any adequate be held at Temple Montefiora, Dougconception, "Of the demands now made las avenue and Ninth street, on Friupon the grade teacher, which "are day night at 8 o'clock. The music will
thus noted by a prominent educator: be appropriate for the occasion. For
She must know more, do more, be the children who will come to Sabmore and endure more than any other bath Bchool on Saturday morning at
breadwinner. She must know every- - 10 o'clock there is a little surprise
iuiuk in uBHveu auuvc, uie eanu u- in store.
neath and the water under the earth.'
At a meeting of the Sunday school
She receives no soecial credit for
knnwlnor thpm hut wnp in hpr if ah a board
of the Methodist-Episcopa- l
church last evening in the church
knows them not.
She must teach the three it's as in parlors, election of officers and Sunolden times, but mark the additions. day school teachers was held. The
She must teach physiology with the following officers were elected: H. O.
skill of a physician but without his op- - j Brown, 'superintendent; W. G. Ogle,
assistant superintendent; G. W. Dl(!e,
portunity of hiding mlstaKei.
She must teach civica with the secretary; Thomas J. Johnson, treaand
learning of a lawyer but without his surer; S. K. Sydes, librarian,
Miss Vivian Hedgcock, pianist. Teachlibrary.
She must teach virtue and goodness ers are. as follows: C. Y. Hedgcock,
with all the1 zeal of a minister but Mrs. Grace KIngsley, Mrs. J. R. Kirk,
without his Bible and sectarian bias. Mrs. R. Meade, Professor R. Meade,
Under the title of "Nature's Les- R. S. Randall, Mrs. George Dice, Mrs.
sons" she must teach the elements of Lillian Dice, Mrs. Lillian Russell,
all of the sciences known to man, but Mrs. A. H. West,' Miss May Schlott,
unlike her sister In the high school, Mrs. Harry Oakes, Mrs. E. C. Andershe must do it without text books. son, Miss Lottie Anderson and Mrs,
She must teach music, drawing, pen J. H. Swallow.
i-

'

I?

DUST MENACE TO HEALTH

The bureau of labor has issued a bul- setting forth the danger to
:,oaUi In street dust. It contains the
maikable statement that about 25
V r cent
of the death of persons
whose occupations expose them to
street dust are due to tuberculosis.
While, most people may be surprised
to laarn that dust Is responsible for
so much fatality, well Informed people
and experienced health officers have
Hot underestimated the dust peril.
Street cleaning is more and more engaging the attention of municipal administrations and methods are constantly improving to the end that the
peril of dust may not be Increased by
sweeping.
Cleanliness Is imperative In cities
tot only on the streets but in public
buildings and private premises, but' It
ishould be the constant aim of those
charged 'with the management of mun- icipal affairs to see that the process
, of cleaning does not render an exist--I
ing darker more perilous'" Streets
V , should never be swept until they have
L ."' been thoroughly sprinkled for dust
1'
becomes dangerous only when it is
tirred into the atmosphere and
J
1
J breathed.
Expectoration Is the same oli men- yy;'!
'
BP't
n the sidewalks In
?c0Ien
'
Spits of all warnings. Countless germs
from that source find their way into
'
the nostrils of people every day. It
would be a fine thing, Indeed, if a
that
"..campaign could be projected
6uld result in mitigating the spit
ting nuisance, and it must always be
the endeavor of tho&e charged with
the duty of protecting the public safe

3v

-.

A cough, just a little cough. It may not
amount to much. Or, it may amount to
everything! Some keep coughing until the
lung tissues are seriously injured. Others
AJk mat doctor about Ayer's Cherry Pec stop their cough with Ayer's Cherry Pec- Sold for seventy years. How
loral. IfheMat)i,"Tdicit;"thentakcit.toTAL
I If hjsays, "JVov "thtfidon t. fifj'fe
long have you known it?

OneCouah
--

Early
In The Day

Chicago Sheep Market.
Sheep 22,000 steady; native $3.
5.70; western $3.505.75; yearlings
5.25; bulls $34.50; calves $3.758.
$67.50; lambs,"1 native $3.758.35;
Western steers $4B; western cows
western $5.758.30;
j
$2.754.75.
:i
Kansas City Hog Market.
Hogs 8,000 weak to five lower; bulk MISSISSIPPI SENATOR
sales $88.30;
heavy $3.208.35
ELECTED MINORITY LEADER
packers and butchers $8.108.30; light
$7.808.20; ulgs $6.707.50.
Washington, Dec. 9. In a caucus
this afternoon the democratic senators elected Senator H. D. Money, of
Chicago Hog Market.
HogS 20,000, steady; light $7.90
Mississippi, as minority leader of the
8.40; mixed $88.50; heavy
$8.10; senate to succeed Senator Culberson,
8.55; rough $8.108.25; good to choice of Texas, whose resignation was pres
heavy $3.258.55; bulk sales $8.30
ented today.

Chicago Livestock Market.
Chicago, Dec. 9. Cattle 15,000, ten
lower; beeves $49.60; Texas steers
$3.154.85; western steers $4.25
7.25; Blockers and feeders $3.155.25;
cows and helfere $2.10 5.70; calves

$79.50.

iwit
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An acceptable

and
gift. . These comfortable
dressy mufflers are ample protection to the throat
and chest Made of finest mercerized yarns and
washable. It is Instantly adjusted or removed with
a snap button on the throat. Made In all tne popular shades and colors. We carry them in white,

Ribbons
$1.60

-

yard.

to the more

elabor-- i

,

;

-- ',(

All widths, all shades,, beautiful Dresden and
flowered patterns, in sash widths or wider, suitable
Jor slipper and opera bags, children's sashes, etc,
.

1

.4 V

Tvirl

with
50c Cash

,1',-

Leave orders

at El Dorado Hotel.

A little girl on the train to Pittsburg was chewln? gum. Not only that
but she insisted on pulling it out la
long strings and letting it fall back
into her mouth again.
"Mabel!" said her mother in a horrified whisper. "Mabel, don't do that
Chew your gum like a little lady."
Everybod's Magazine.

3--

1--

$10.90.

WE ORDER

New York Metals, Stocks & Moneys
. New York, Dec. 9. Call money,

Stove Grates and Castings
Every Week

per cent. Prime mercantile
2
Mexican
per cent.
paper,
At
dollars, 44. Amalgamated, 87
N. Y. Central, 129
chison, 122
Union
Southern Pacific, 130
Steel, 91
pfd,
Pacific, 201

4

5

4

55

7--

This Insures Prompt Delivery.

1--

8

3--

7--

Phorve Us

,

125.

Kansas City Livestock.
Kansas City, Dec. 9. Cattle 10,000,
including 300 southerns, steady to ten
lower. Native steers 59; Bouthern
steers $3.755.75; southern cows
$2.754.25; native cows and heifers
$2.506.50; stackers and feeders $3.26

Your Wants

F. J. GEHRING,

'

516-51-

Douglas Avenue.

8

.

E.LasVegas.

v

Phoenix Knitted Mufflers
An Acceptable Gilt

i

ate,

Wbitson Music Company

1--

Shop Early
In The Month

N.M.

Fownes
Sent up from New York, a beautiful cape
for men In tan; walking, welt seams, spear
a perfect fittiug glove, none are better
Fownes, an English glove at
A Llama wool lined glove, dressed kid,
softest warmest glove, not clumsy,
dressy, at pair

-

We HaVe Them For Either Men or Women.
a

Ticket

gray, flesh, cardinal, navy, brown, tan, light blue,
Same
;wlne;"ielio put up in a nice fancy bax.
as
in
60c
New
York
and fl.25
price

than
$1.75
tan-ni-

cest

but
$2.50

Elite, silk lined glove, Mocha, tan or gray, nice
and warm, easy to put on or take off
$1.75

Extra Special
dvuPPnafc
for Boys' or Girls UVcrlUulo

Gauntlets for Women, Girls, Boys or Men, a large
tock
75c to $3.00

worth $5.00, $6.00 and $7.50, in Cashmeir, Flannel,
Serge, Worsted and Fancy Mixtures, 5, 6 and 7
$335
years, special

Meui&h Grade Holiday Neckwear
Men's Fine Negligee Shirts

.

'

At

We got from "Emery," another shipment of
those nice, soft, neat negligee shirts, in French
Flannels andfancy silk mixtures, neat grays, white
or medium dark shades at values $2.50 to $3.50.
but Just because they were a closing out lot, we
can sell them at
$2.00 and $2.50

GET THEM

WHILE THEY LAST

ALL

50c

SIZES.

r LooV'8 Fancy Hosiery for Men
Lord & Taylor advertise in all the best magazines, to sell the best Hose possible for 60c. Their
"ONYX" brand, all colors and combination of colors. If you sent to Lord & Taylor at New York,
you have to pay express, 35 or 50 cental We are
going to sell their "ONYX" Hose at 60 cents and
Save you the express. A large assortment of pattern also solid colors. We carry their Cres-ebrand at 35 cents. All grades, all kinds, six
for $1.60, also black.
j

nt

'

,V

LAND IS READY
TOY
on
OLAUS
floor
his

d
SANTA
has
where we have more
headquarters
we
room to display the inmense stock of toys
have on hand We invite
chidren.
the
you, bring
M-n-

tirchase

glove
back

GLOVES

onet'all you have to do is to buy 50c worth of anything in the store,
that entitles you to a coupon the number on that coupon will get you
a Turkey providing you are luckey. The more you buy the more

A lot of Silk Remnants of from 2 to 4 yards:
desirable
In some instances there are some very
things
patterns for waists. So many nice litle
for Christmas can be made out of thse silks, now
priced so low. From 98 cents for 2 yards, to $4.00
for 4 yards."

3c yam,

WITH

1--

As has been our custom for the last ten years; we are going to give
'away 40 nice fat Young Turkeys. Don't you want one? Easy to get

Silk Remnants
At Special Prices

the

Scribner

B.

Chicago Produce Market.
Much of, the clamoring now going
Wheat, May, $1.08 on has a tendency to make industry
Glrla know better than to love a
Corn, May, 62
and honorable achievements almost man for any other reason than just
July 98
July, disreputable.
July, 62. Oats, May, 43
, to be in love.
,
41
Pork, Jan. $21.50; May,
$20.95.
May,
Lard, Jan. $12.47
May
$11.67
Ribs, Jan. $11.62

STORE OF QUALITY

tickets you, get. Besides buying at Bacharach's should be a
pleasure, when everything you buy is guaranteed to be as represented;
where you can,buy as cheaply as anywhere else, in some cases cheaper,
when you are attended to promptly and intilligently, where you find
anything you want for EVERYBODY.

All kinds from

lit;

Chicago, Dec. 9.

40 Turkeys Given Away!

rf

J.

"I suppose you talked a lot of non
sense to your wife before you were
married."
"Yes," answered Mr. Meekton. "Be
fore we were married she thought my
nonsense sensible.
Now when I try
to talk sense she thinks it's nonsense."
Washington Star.

$1.00, $1.50, 2.00, $2.25, $2.50, $2.75, $3.00, $5.00,
$6.00.

8

0 T u in

PI

8.45.

A most practical gift A beautiful ecarf. We
have them in both foreign and domestic makes;
printed or woven in beautiful colorings or spangled, with gold beads on blue, pink, black and
white grounds black with Jet The prices are

'

.

Opening Evenings After Dec. 1st.

Scarfs for the dead and Shoulders

5

.

t

t-

'THE

Shop

M V

Vv

silver,

,.

;

Did , you know we were selling Men's
worth $75c. at
EOo
.'
"The klnil wniIvTcot n..,
rn. mosl Biores
uuvi
65
get
and 75c for this kind of neckwear. We
have plac
W
75
hUday neckwar at.
an4I
cholw
Four-ln-lank-

v

.r.

Four-i- n

50c

Hands. Including black and white, au
pure
silk, guaranteed.
t

"

'.

er We
Give 40
Turkeys Away

'

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

Trustworthy
methods daring the
many years of our
dealings have proven
the wisdom of trad- ling with us. While
working for a basiness we have been
working for a repu- tation; we have gained it and it will be
upheld. Every deal
with us is a satisfac- tory deal we gua-- .

BIG ARRAY
,.

.

CO.

1

$22.00 for

the Edison "Fireside" Phonograph, play 2 minute and 4 minute
Records.

$27.10 for above Phonoeranh with
Standard and 6 Amberol Records.

fi

"THE VICTOR" and "COLTTMRTA"
Graphophones and Records ara also
carried by us
$2.60 down and $1.00 a week soon pays

out
this

af-

this

af-

ternoon to his home in Santa Fe after
two weeks 'spent in the city visiting
as the Kueat of his sister Mrs. Henrietta Ilfeld;
E..F. Hoaglin, the well known
traveling salesman of Chicago, arrived in the city this afternoon from the
south and spent the afternoon calling
on the trade.
Mrs. W. E. Gortner departed this af
ternoon for Albuquerque from which
Dlace she will go to Pecos City, Tex.,
to spend the holdiays with her moth
er and sister.
Facundo Trujillo came in from the
Sapello1 country this morning, having
In his possession the skin ot a large
coyote, which Trujillo killed near a
flock of sheep.
Chas. B. Kehrman, after a day spent
In the city calling on the trade in the
Interest of th? hat firm he represents
in Pt. Louis, deoarted last evening for
wi'thern points.
Rev. O. L. Bishop, of the Baptist
church, has been called to Colorado
Springs on some Important business
matters and will be absent from the
city about a week.
S. M. Folsom, of Trinidad, district
manager in southern Colorado for
the Northwestern Mutual Life Insur
ance company, of Milwaukee, Wis..
arrived In the city this afternoon and

Christmas is Near
PHOTO IN AND
GET IT FRAMED. FOR A
THAT

CHRISTMAS

OF TOYS

AT DENVER PRICES

Manby was a visitor In the
city today from Watrous.
Mrs. Blanche Walters returned this
afternoon from Valmora ranch.
W. A. Williams Is a recent arrival In
the city from Santa Fe, registering
at El Dorado hotel.
Recent arrivals at the New Optic
hotel are C. Olona, Springer, and
Louis Rosenbach, Albuquerque.
Mrs. A. Bosenberry returns
this
land car
evening in the Gaylor-Klefe- r
from an extended trip to Indiana.
Attorney W. J. Lucas has returned
from hi's trip to Chicago, being away
from the city only a few days.
John D. Merriweather, territorial
good roads engineer, leaves tonight
on one of the late trains for Santa
Fe.
Otto Fiel arrived in the city last
night from Manhattan, 111., and will
locate again In Las Vegas, his former home.
John Rudolph, accompanied by Al
bert Jones, left this morning for their
home at Gascon, after a few 'lays
spent in thp city.
H. C. Ilfeld boarded stub No. 1 this
afternoon for Santa Fe on a business
trip In the Interests of the Charles Il
feld company's firm.
Mrs. W. E. Hill and babies arrived
In the city this afternoon from Rowe,
and will remain here a few days as
the guest of her sister, Mrs. Waite

BRING

J

The Gift Makers

Rockers. .8hooting Galleries
Rockers and Chairs
Toy Sets of Asbestos '
Doll Houses
Aluminum Toy Cups
Sad Irons
Magic Lanterns..
Moving Picture Lanterns
Also Extra Films for Above
Savings Banks. Toy Trunks. Paint Sets
Toy Fireman's Outfit
Toy Waoons
Toy Furniture.. Toy Policeman Outfits
Toy Brass Beds
Toy Pianos
Christmas Tree Candles
Tree Candle Holders; ''
And
Books
Toy
A Raft
Toy Laundry 8ets
of
Toy Drums
Other
Blackboards and Desks
Toys
Toy Collapsible
New
Toy English Perambulator
and
Automobiles and Hand- Cars
Strictly
Toy Hook and Ladder
Wagons
Circus
Toy Humpty-DumptShoe-Fl- y

A. B.

(Davis.
A. F. Spiegelberg returned

FVE

the

.....

'

PERSONALS

Mrs. H. W. Green departed

1909

.

TELEPHONE AND WE DELIVER

ternoon for Denver.

have been getting ready for the

For ,
HOLIDAYS for several montheand are
Boys and Girls ;
now displaying the finest line of useSleds. .Skates. . .Toy Wheel Barrows
ful presents for Men, Women and Chil
Tool Chests
Toy Coaster Wagons
dren ever before displayed under one Hobby Horses
Velocipedes
roof In Las Vegas
7. T. .Tricycles
Galloping Horses

-

Telephone Main 3
BRIDGE STREET

.

9,

CtfTIL CIIKISTftf AS

W

;

rantee that.

DRUG

DECEMBER

Only 1 3 Shopping Days

s'

WINTERS

THURSDAY.

GIFT.

Don't let that beautiful picture get

soiled or your walls look so bare
when our pictures and picture
framing are so cheap.
Our ine is very complete, and
style pew, and workmanship is
excellent."
Art picture free with our perfumes and all toilet articles. Buy
of
your Christmas toilet articles
can
us for Christmas gifts, you
get $1.00 for. 5Gc and an art picture or song free.

Las Vegas OedertaMog Co.
, East Las Vegas, N. M.

We Meet All Prices on TOY8, FURNITURE and RUGS quoted by Denver

Firms, Freight Added, Therefore
, WHY NOT BUY AT HOME?

Great Opportunity

Our new and beautiful line of Holiday goods,
full of choicest selections for the Christmas
trade, is now ready: for the inspection and
a good thing when
approval of all who know
.
they see it.
Useful Presents

te

OPPOSITE Y.

M. C. A.

Beautiful Presents

We have New Novelties in nice but inexpensive goods., We have
choicer and more costly gifts. But in ALL grades and ALL
prices
we can supply you with THE NICEST and MOST APPROPRIATE
GIFTS FOR LITTLE or BIG, OLD or YOUNG.
;

M

TOILET

kyr

"They certainly are if they come
Judge.

whether to make.
'
Judge.

but I don't know
a. dash or a swing.

..'-

.......

.

Up-t6-Da- te

My dear wife's memory Is had

I tell this with regret;
bhe remembers everything
She really should forget. Judge.

,

For

,

Awn will yez listen to
this, Nora? A Baltimore mon hugged
his wolfe bo tolghtly on th' golden
wedding thot he broke two av her
ribs.
Mr. Cassldy

Murphey's Drug Store,
East Las Vegas, N.' M.

He They're going to toast the football players tomorrow.
She Oh, now I understand why
they called It a gridiron. Columbia

Douglas Avenue!. ,

Jester.

;.'

J

'

Each day at mutual expense.
Do 1 and Cleon dine
The food and drink at Cleon's,
The joKes at mine.
Exchange.

-

Two Irishmen', bent on robbery, held
up a passing Scotchman. After, a long
fierce fight, in which the Scotchman al
most had the better of It they succeeded in conquering him. A thorough search of his clothes disclosed
one lone
piece.
"Troth, Pat" said Mika disgustedly,
'If he'd had tin cltns instead of a nickel
he'd have murthered the two of us!'
Everybody's Magazine.

Standai

I

i

ONLY TO, BE FOUND IN THE

JEWELRY STORE, OF

The modern Romeo helped his Ju

liet to descend from the

vine-covere- d

fSBoBimsfin

balcony.
"Dearest," he called, when she had
climbed into
the bis automobile,
"should we take along the rope lad
der?"
And just then an upper wfndow was
raised and the old man leaned out.
"Just leave that thar ladder where
it is, young man," he cautioned. "I've
got a couple of more sals I expect
to get off my hands." Chicago News.

(aati:,(3&& 0:

The Most Practical

Xims Gifts

1

FOUND AT OUR STORE

is conscientiously maintained at
FULL DINNER

TAU1

SETS

CHINA CUPBOARDS
MOORRIS CHAIRS
COUCHES

And you are afforded the opportxi-nit- y
of a selection worthy of a City!
u!
of a hundred thousand.

ROCKERS
RUGS

"

Going traveling?

nnxVor-Y-ea:

GLASS and CHINA

UT

'.

In office hours."

Vu ft:- Madame Mace, clairvoyant, astrolo-1s- t
and .psychometrist, during her
tnv In Las Vegas will be found at
El Porado Hotel, room 3. Can be enentertainments.
eed for evening
,
Receives on Sunday.

Knicker

ARTICLES-C-

Our stock is generous in variety and includes only goods of approved worth and superiority. You cannot help being pleased with our well selected, popular and in every way
,
desirable line.
'
v ' ' " '''V-'.
Our very reasonably prices will delight you.- - Select your Gifts from our
Stock and you will get the best and most appropriate Presents at the fairest
figures you
have ever known.

"Do you think dreams are unluc--

.

aDer md engraved cal
Mnnnmrn
make
acceptable Christmas
cards
ling
some elegant
gifts. The Optic has
samples which It would be pleased to
show you. Christmas orders should
be made now.

- ,

FANCY GOODS AND NOVELTIES

ABSORBLETS

u""
""

t

'

'

i

DO NOT FAIL TO SEE OUR SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS IN,!

en-Jo-

train.

'

":

,

'

"
will remain over tomorrow attending
to insurance matters. Mr. Folsom
a wide acquaintance throughout
his district and his friends are always glad to see him.
S. L. Enan and wife of the Salvation Army corps visited the city yesterday in the interest ot the good work
of their faith, departing last evening
on a late train for Santa Fa.
F. W. Roeding and bride after a
few days spent in the city departed
yesterday afternoon for their home
via
in San Francisco, returning
Denver and Salt Lake City.
H. M. Sweezy departed this afternoon for Topeka and Chicago on matters nertaininer to the Brotherhood of
Railway Trainmen, of which order he
is grievance committee secretary.
W. T. Red returned this afternoon
from Santa Fe, after seeing that the
nrlsonprs were &afelv confined in the
territorial penitentiary, which he accompanied over to the ancient city
yesterday.
tnw
Richard RudolDh departed
moraine for his home at Gascon, ac
companied by Miss Bessie Dunn, who
has just returned from an extended
visit to her sister, Mrs. H. P. Rose-berry at Raton.
Joe TJlibarri. an employee at Kos- enwald & Son's, departed this morn
ing for Anton Chlco, for the purpose
of accompanying his mother back to
this city. She Is reported to be quite
111 at Anton Chico.
Geo. E. Fischer. Milwaukee. R. W.
Miller, A. E. Ward, J. S. Hunter, Kan
sas City; W. J. Campbell, Denver; W
A. Swem, Chicago; P. Rodgera, Ft
Worth. Tex.: Chas. Wright, E. Mc
Queen Gray, Albuquerque, are late ar
rivals at the Castaneda hotel.
President E. McQueen Gray, of the
University of New Mexico, spent to
day In the city from Albuquerque on
a visit to the nubile schools. This at
ternoon In the high school auditorium
Dr. Gray addressed the students and
t.h
teachers and his talk was much
appreciated. He will leave in return
to the Duke City on No. 9 tonight.
Late arrivals in Las Vegas appear
lng on the register at La Pension ho
tel are: Mrs. Eva Dlomme, Kansas
City; F. O. Poison, Williams, Ariz.;
Mrs. T. C. Arbuckle, Harry Roacbe, St.
Louis; J. H. Boydston, Shoemaker;
Mrs. Grace Steinbrecher, Solano, N.
.T. B. Terry. W. W. Tipton, Los
M
Alamos, Mrs. Anna Sutturlin, Topeka.
E. P. Bentley was brought to this
cltv this afternoon from Albuquerque
suffering from a badly mashed hand.
Mr. Bentley is in the employ of the
Santa Fe company as switchman In
the Duke City and while engaged In
couDllne two cars together last night
got his hand caught in the coupling
apparatus and mashed the fingers on
his right hand.
Rihprt W. Miller, formerly cashier
nt Mia na&taneda hotel, was a visitor
in the Meadow City today. Mr. Miller
is just returning to his duties at Kansas City where he is located with
Fred Harvey. He has been to Albuquerque, where he has Just taken a
band of Indians from the Chicago Ir-THtratPii lands show, which Mr. Mil
ler had In his charge while they were
in the Windy City. Mr. Miller will
leave for Kaasas City on a night

s

Appropriate Presents

TRIE ESGDSEMTIKIAL
Little Prices
,
EAST LAS VEGAS, N.

Xi.

if..

y

Big Store

-

4

'

ETC., ETC.

'

-

For the Children Dolls! Carts,
Wagons and Rockersf
-

it only remains foryoul to decide. ro yozi
viont tho boot at tho levjezt hr

.r

-

8

J.

C.

JobDsen
623 Douglas Ave.

Son

CALL AND BE CON Vlf

f

SIX
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NEWS

USE

Mounted Policeman Rafael Gome
(Tuesday arrested a man at Cerrlllos
for carrying a gun.

BOSS PATENT FLO R

a
The real estate firm of Talbot
& Brown of Artesia, this week,
INCREASE IN RECEIPT8
closed two deals, whereby they sold
OP VEGAS POSTOFFICE. 11,650 acres of Pecos
Valley land to
northern parties for a total consid
e
The postal receipts at the local
eration of $132,600.
Will
show a gain of 12 per cent over
the month of November, 1908. The
M. P. Stamm at Albuquerque has
registry business from July 1 to No- brought suit against Berthold Spitz,
vember 30, increased ten per cent R. W. D. Bryan, and S. L. Burton,
This is a very good showing. The de- park commissioners at Albuquerque,
partmental report for the month end- for $350, said to be due on the Highing November 30 reported an In- land Park purchase.
crease
of only 6 per cent for the fifty
'
2nd."
1 Good
Hand Open Runabouti
On December 15, a special meeting
offices in the country. The
largest
1
Good 2nd. Hand Open
Buggy,' $35m
of
E&sf. Las Vegas post office's gain of of the faculty of the University
1 Young Jersey Cow, Cash or Easy Payments.
ten per cent would indicate that this New Mexico, will be held at Albuquer- old Horse, good size.
1 Good
clty is keeping pace with the larger que to select a duly qualified candl
' 1 Saddle
cities in amount of business transact date for the Rhodes scholarship at
V
v
Ponny.
Oxford University, which is wo-t- a
ed.
,'
1 Durham Cow, just fresh.
.
$1,500 a year.
HERE IS RELIEF FOR WOMEN.
Superintendent of Insurance Jaco-b- o
If you have pain in 'the back, urin
Craves yesterday made telegraphand
ary, bladder or kidney trouble
ic Inquiry of the insurance commiswant a certain, pleasant herb relief sioner of New York as to the exact
the usual manner. The demands of
RAILROAD NOTES
from women's ins, try Mother Gray's status of the Phenlx Insurance comthe train employes in train and yard
"Australian-Leaf."
It is a safe, re pany, whose president was indicted
service east of Chicago cannot take
proper form even for deliberate con
liable regulator, and relieves all fe-! yesterday for larceny.
from
(Continued
Page 2)
sideration between the railway offi
inflamma
male weaknesses, including
,
For the second time' in, two years, charter of the company also provides cials and their employes before the
tion and ulceration. Mother
Gray's
was convicted in the that It shall build a line south from early part of 1910. All this talk about
Australian-lea- f
Is sold by druggists or John Cornetto
district" court at Albuquerque for the San Angelo to a point on the San Saba a strike of the brotherhood of rail
sent by mall for 50c. Sample sent
TO LIVE LONG, EAT
miles. It Is also pro- road trainmen and affiliated organiillegal sale of liquor, this time for river, twenty-3i- x
PEPPERMINT CANDY free. Address, The Mother Gray Co., falling to take out a license, the last vided that a line shall be built from zations is absurd, and the member
Le Roy, N. Y.
time for selling lquor to an Indian. Miles, a station on the Lampasas ship of the organization fully realize
WANTED A clerk tor a general
'
This time his wife, Mrs. Mary Corn branch of the Santa Fe, to Llano, a it."
9.
Dec:
N.
salea--l
a
J.,
Plenty
Washington,
store, at once. Must be good
was
etto
him.
convicted
Is
The
such
with
It's
with
penIs
135
for
trouble
distance
The
of about
miles. This line
college
pan, speak English f and Spanish, of peppermint candy the recipe
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
and have a thorough knowledge of longevity given by John Klpp, who a long time before the boy gets out aty is both a fine and Imprisonment, is also under construction. In addi
tion to these lines the Santa Fe has
(Not Coat Land)
the dry goods trade. Inquire at this has just celebrated his 103rd birthday. and has a chance to learn something.
A petition in voluntary bankruptcy also let the contract for the construc
Mr. Klpp, who Is still active In body
4
of the Interior, TJ.- S.
office.
Department
has been filed in the Second district tion of a branch from Lometa to Bra Land Office at Santa
Na r.ann nn Record
and mind, despite his advanced age,
Fe, N. M., DecemThere is no case on record of a cough court at Albuquerque by George J. dy a distance of about seventy miles. ber 8, 1909.
WANTED Good cook for small fam- attributes his long life and excellent
health to. the fact that he has used or cold resulting In pneumonia or con- Munz, who sets forth that he has se
Tuesday at Buckman, a siding on
Notice 13 hereby given that Paul
ily. Apply 1021 Fifth street
tobacco and Intoxicants sparingly, sumption after Foley's Honey and Tar cured and unsecured claims amount- tbe Denver & Rio Grande railroad McCormlck, of Chaperito, N. M., who.
assets
and
to
$865.03
totalling north of Santa Fe, an engine attached on January 24, 1903, made Homestead
consum has been taken, as It will stop your ing
WANTED A man to do Janitor work. has eaten little meat, but has
ed a quantity of peppermint candy cough and break up your cold quickly. $821.35. Summers Burkhart is attor- to the daily passenger train on the Entry N. 7399, for E 2 SE
NW
Call at ' the Las Vegas Hospital.'
Munz
con
Mr.
the
Refuse
but
for
the
child'
Foley's
any
genuine
petitioner.
narrow gauge, was wrecked when its 4 SE 4 and lots 2 and 3, Sec. 7, twp.
ney
hla
at every meal from
early
a
confection
Tar
In
and
news
and
ducted
stand
a
ypllnw
package,
Honey
boiler exploded. The detonation shook 14 N. Range 20 East, N. M. P. Merihood.
TRADE
MEN LEARN BARBER
Contains no opiates and is safe and eTy store.
everything in the Immediate vicinity. dian, has filed notice of Intention to
Short time
sure. Kea uross urug uo. ana u. li.
required; , graduates
The engine was standing at the water make final five
A
Statement
Author's
proof, to estabReligious.
.
week
Holer Bar
Schaefer.
earn $12 to $30
The territorial board of water com- ing tank taking water when the acql lish claim to the year
land above described,
H.
Salis
Rev. Joseph
Fesperman,
L.
of
J.
ber college, Los Angele
the
appeal
missioners, in,
dent occurred. H. H. Klnkaid, the fira, before Robt. L.. M. Ross, TJ. S. court
bury, N. C, who Is the author of sevSome men seem to be afraid If they Lawson, of Alamogordo against theJ man, was standing about fifteen feel
eral books, writes: "For several years
commissioner, at La3 Vega3, N. M. on
Territorial Engineer Vernon away
I was afflicted with kidney trouble and don't make a fuss about their meals action of
busily engaged with some work. the 26th day of January, 1910..
the'
Ruidoso
in
L.
Sullivan
pro
them.
power
love
their
wjves might
The force of the explosion threw
last winter I was suddenly stricken
Claimant names as witnesses:
position, gave thirty days to appli him a considerable distance while the
with a. severe pain In my kidneys and
Marcos Castillo, , Euseblo Ahuero,
FOR SALE House and lot' - Apply was confined to bed eight days unable
cants for power rights to file briefs escaping steam which enveloped his Darlo
The Correct Time
Gonzales, Albino Sena, all. of
616 Main street
to get up without assistance. My urine to stop a ough or cold is just as soon and thirty days subsequent to Law' body scalded him badly. The unfor
N. M.
Chaperito,
f
dis
will
be
matter
contained a, thick white sediment and
it starts then mere will be no son to reply. The
tunate man was taken as quickly as
MANUEL R. OTERO,
FOR SALE Household furnishings I passed 'same frequently day and danger of pneumonia or consumption. posed of at the February meeting possible to Santa Fe where his burns'
Register.
for sale at a bargain if taken at night. I commenced taking Foley's Just a few doses of Ballard's Hore-- of the board.
received proper treatment. Though
"
and
the
will
start
taken
at
hound
the
Remedy,
street.
Kidney
gradualonce. Apply 1025 Fourth
pain
Syrup
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
seriously Injured he" Is expected to
ly abated and finally ceased and my stop the cough. If It has been running
3
st
The mounted police took from a
(Not Coal Land) ,
Uirlne became normal. I cheerfully re- for sometime tne treatment will Santa Fe train near Lamy, R. S. Ran live.
Wm. G. Lee, president of the Brothof the Interior,' TJ. S.
Department
Sold
sure.
cure
is
but
the
longer,
Kidney Remedy."
FOR SALE A team, wagon and
of a telephone company erhood of Railroad Trainmen sent Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M., Novmanager
kin,
Co.
Block
Center
u. ocnaeier. by
vn
Depot Drug
uuB
ness for sala cheap. Inquire J. Hun- office at Sllverton, Colo, who was on from Chicago a telegram to President ember 23, 1909.
hla wav south. Mounted Policeman Taft assuring the chief executive that
siker, 1214 Rosanwald avenue.
Notice is hereby given that Lena
A disadvantage accruing to the man
Sometimes a man is as badly fright- - w e. Dudley left for Silverton to de- sensational
rumors
a
gen- Isaac, of Watrous, N. M., who, on
concerning
a
who never marries, which becomes ened by an imaginary snake as
llvr Ranin t0 the Colorado author!- eral strike were without foundation. March 24, 1908, made Homestead En- ,1
more and more apparent In conceit woman is by a real mouse.
He wlm charm him with embezzle
Following is Lea's message. "In order try No. 13756, for the SW 4 Sec. 3.
is that he has no one to tell him of
ment. Rankin made no resistance and that yourself and the public may know Twp. 16 North, Range 21 East N. M.
housefool
hlnv
is
furnished
of
a
it when'he
For Rent Nicely
For That Dull Feeling After Eating waived requisition proceedings, say- the truth I deem it necessary to state P.
making
v
Meridian, has filed notice of inten
I have used Chamberlain's Stom ing that his downafll was due to too that the
keeping rooms. Electric light bath, self..reports indicate that a tion to make final commutation proof,
etc. Excellent location. 918 Eighth
ach and Liver Tablets for some time, many sweethearts and now that he strike of press
the Brotherhood of Railroad to establish claim to the land above
Ill Health Is More Expensive Than and can testify that they have done was in for it, the sooner he was over
street
and other affiliated organ- described, before Robt L. M. Roes,
Trainmen,
I
have
tablets
me
than
more
'
any
good
the better. Rankin is a practical izations is threatened- at this time as TJ. S. Court Commissioner, at Las Veit
Any Cure
a
was
trouble
ever
used. My
heavy
man. He is 22 years of age a result of the demand made for in- gas, N. M on the 10th
FOR RENT Two cozy housekeeping ; This country is now filled with peoday of Jan-uareating. David Free- telephone
rooms. Inquire 414 Seventh street ple who migrate across the continent dull feeling after
in appearance.
and
prepossessing
creased pay in the territory east of
1910.
tabNova Scotia. These
man,
Kempt,
in all directions seeking that which lets
Claimant names as witnesses:
Chicago are absolutely without founstrengthen the stomach and im
s
of tlwm
Rich Men's Gifts Are Poor
dation. Whatever action is taken by
FOR , RENT Nicely furnished ,room, gold cannot buy.
also reg
William Smith, Matt Gerk, Ramon
the
They
prove
digestion.
and
throat
are
from
lung
suffering
, all modern conveniences. 808 Main
the liver and bowels.
They baside this: "I want to go on record the organization I represent will de- Trujillo, of Watorus, N. M., and Cody
trouble or chronic catarrh resulting ulate
;,s
1
are far superior to pills but cost no as saying that I regard Electric
:,' ;'
street
pend entirely1 upon the Individual ex W. Summerlln, of East Las Vegas,
i ,
from neglected colds, and spending
Get a free sample at all dea- - tera as one of the greatest gifts that pression of the members through the N. M.
fortunes vainly trying to regain lost
in
. FOR RENT
Store room. No. 618 health. Could every sufferer but un lers and sea what a splendid medicine God has made to woman," writes N.Mrs.
MANUEL R. OTERO,- Register.
T. general committee for the railways
O. Rhlnevault, of Vestal Center,
will be handled in
the
and
Sixth street Inquire W. B. Bunker, do the past and cure that first neg it is.
territory,
done
has
what
it
I can' never forget
lected cold, all this sorrow, pain,
am tw.,,1. cror opou fnr heins for me." This glorious meoicine
could
been
have
and
expense
anxiety
Five-roofurnished
RftNT
FOR
avoided. Chamberlain's Cough Rem' patient when .in reality they are too glvs a
of
house, Furnished rooms with bath, edy is ' famous for Its cures of colds, cowardly to start anything.
0iMr.i0ar,B.
S1.50 peri week and up. Call 618
and can. always lie depended upon,
vminnrrinlv. headache, backache. faint- GrapdPhftBaIaln 428.
j
Use It and the more serious diseases
Looking One's Best
t
and a,,n Bpeiis: soon builds up
may be avoided, i For sale by all deaa woman's delight to look her t, weak. ailing and sickly. Try them.
It's
"
.
,
FOR RENT Nice front room, or lers.
i
;"
bvpt, but plmoles, skin eruptions, sores 5tc at an rhngglsts.
double room. Either light housekeep
and bolls rob life of joy. Listen! buck-len'- s
more each delivery 20c per hundred
or
lbs
2,000
how the term "horse
Ever
Arnica Salve cures them; makes
30c
ing or room with board. Inquire sense" know
1,000 to 2,000 lbs. "
Even when an actress wears
It is said ' that the skdn soft and velvety. It glorifies
originated?
house.
court
across from
re
diamonds
200 to 1,000 lbs. "
people
suspicious
40c
horses were once able to talk, but the face. Cures pimples, sore eyes,
:
41
believe it.
to
fuse
"
50
lbs.
to
cracked
200
cold
50c
Hps,
chapped
so
sores,
much
trouble
into
them
got
FOR RENT--NIce!Yff sinned ooms, talking
M
hands. Try it. Infallible for piles.
it.
"
"
50
that
Less
than
lbs.
75c
quit
they
P.
with ojr'Viferat bfiftMMrs.;C.
25c at all druglsts. .
Honey and Tar cures coughs
Foley's
Hamrnond, U4 Maid; Phone, Purple
oulckly, strengthens the lungs and ex- & Webb
.
Choked to Death
V
, 5242-Re-4u-

And You

post-offic-

AT

Always Have

THE

Brown Trading Go.'g

BOSS BREAD

$25

at

Always Good Has No Equal
Handled By All Dealers

ar

Leading Feed and Grain Storo
Phone r.lnin OS. Bridge Street

Itefp Wanted, Etc.

'

"

For Sale

,

'

1

12-1-
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F0r Rent

1--

-
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Nine-tenth-

Bit-mor- e.
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,
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"
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HYGEIA ICE
THE
MADE FROM PURE DISTILLED WATER
PRICES

-

,r

s

is commonly said of babies who have
KENT-Flne- ly
fil;niehed room, died of the croup. How unnecessary
FOR
'
bath, furnace heat C'iom In. Gen this Is. No child ever had the croup
without having a cold or cough at the
tleman only, inquire optic.
start . If you will stop the first symp
tom of the cough with Ballard's Hore- hound Syrup there Is no danger what
ever of croup. Sold by Center Block
.
Depot Drug Co. '
WANTED
KLSIDENT MANAGERTo represent an article that Is more

uuslnesfs cuzaces

a necessity than a cash register
or computing scale in the store or a
stove in the home. A most profitable and satisfactory business that
is always active, always
making
money for those who control Its
sale in their vicinity. Exclusive
territory assigned .to the man who
can devote his time and some capi
ta! to it. Address Rr L. Doran,
President, 1274 Washington Blvd.

'

Chicago, HL

Miscellaneous
done

MACHINE and

hand sewing
reasonably, f ftz Fifth street.

EXCELLENT Table board, home
cooking, 25c per meal. 712 Fifth

street

(

and' linens purchased at Farnham's, 712 Fifth
'
3
street, stamped . fre'J.

HANDKERCHIEFS

12-2-

Maude What did yo
say when
Miss Bullion told you t 3 could only
be a sister to youT
v
Jack-- 4
asked her if she thought
he could get her UCc, en to sign
s

adoption peters.

Excha

'

.

I

iiauy a e"

:

man's Intentions until he asks her
sne can cook.

1

inn,

Foley's Kidney Remedy will cure
any case of kidney or bladder trouble
that is not beyong the reach of medi
cine. Cures backache and irregulari
ties that if neglected might result in
Brlght's disease or diabetes. Red Cross
Drug Co. and O. G. Schaefjr.

Stung For 15 Years
pangs trying many
doctors and $200.00 worth of medicine
in vain, B, F. Ayscua, of Ingleslde, N,
C, at lat used Dr. King's New Life
Pills, and writes they wholly cured
him. They cure constipation, bilious'
ness, sick headache, stomach, liver,
kidney and bowel troubles. 25c at all
druggists.

Don't be Hopeless
about yourself when you're crippled
stiff Joints of
with rheumatism-o- r
course you've tried lots of things and
they failed. Try Ballard's Snow Liniment it will drive away all aches,
pains and stiffness and- leave you as
well as you ever were. Sold by Center
Block Depot Drug Co.

T.

ftm ITWJII,

IHK thltif.

tYiA ffofininjl In o vol.
Rod Crosn Diw Co. and

CRYSTAL ICE CO.,

McGviire

Phone Main 227

,

San MiguelNationalBank
swo.ooo.oo of Las Vegas 200,000.00
OAPITMl PAID

Q
O

SURPLUS

M CUNNINGHAM,
President
FRANK SPRINGER, Vice President

J.

0

l

T. HOSKINS, Cashier.
F. B. JANUARY. Asst Cashier.
O.

ft

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
DON'T THRO WA WAY

x

If a man is as young as he feels it
seems' a pity he doesn't always look

your good dollars. If you do they won't come back to you.
Remember they're timid, and can't face the musio if
they've
been misused, by being mispent.

If you desire a clear complexion
take Foley's Orlno Laxative for consti
pation and liver trouble as it will stim
ulate these organs and thoroughly
cleanse your system, which Is what ev
eryone needs In order to feel well. Red
Cross Drug Co. and O. G. Schaefer.

BANK YOUR DOLLARS AT THIS SAVINGS
BANK

slok-wr- lte

B.

rnt

-

FREE KIDNEY CURE it
f or it
Free to all the

Any reader of this paper who suffers from
form of kidney trouble, bladder trouble
an;
or rbeumatlsm can set free treatment by
writing to tbecelebrated specialist Dr.Lynott
of Chicago. Neither the rich nor the poor will
be charged. He has sent thousands free treatment, and thougb cured in their own home
they were asked f or no moneyAll he wants is
that you tell your friends about It If you or
any member of your family Jor any friend,
suffers from a kidney complaint like too frequent desire to urinate, prostatio trouble,
pain in tue back. Inflammation of the bladder, bed.wettlng. or any of the different kinds
atlBm. write (be doctor a letter deof rh
scribing bow you suffer and be will send you a
free treatment at his expense: also a letter of
medical advio and a big illustrated medical
hook describing these d iseases. Write today,

A

ana

Every time a woman picks up
plate or a spoon she won at bridge,
Marrying for money may insure
she wonders Jf her husband appre
elates how much she contributes to against divorce as long the money
last.
the home by her efforts.

by indigestion's

1

11'"",,,,-I

Aboard for Harvey's!
Carriage goes out Saturday morn
ing, returns following Friday. Leave
orders at Murphey'a or H. O. Brown
'
Trading Co'a.
All

and keep adding to the account till it's worth
something Then
when chance offers, you'll have the needed cash
to close some
deal that's presented.

Las Vegas Savings Bank
OFFICE WITH

Sa.n Miguel Ne,tIorveJ Dank.
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o
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THE LOBBY RESTAURANT AND CAFE

IE

SANTA

Bhor Ordara and EegnUr Dinner

ENEIXEER

BECOMES

DECEMBER

THURSDAY,

9,

1M
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A PUBLIC GEKEFIT

A DELIGHTFUL SMOKE

A BENEDICT

EAST LAS VEGA8 PEOPLE GREATLY INTERESTED IN THE GENYesterday afternoon at 3 o'clock.
Rev. E. C. Anderson, pastor of the
EROUS OFFER OF E. G.
Methodist church, performed the solMURPHEY
emn and impressive ceremony, which
SOCIETY AND BUSINESS DIRECTORY
joined in the bonds of holy matri
The people bava already demonstrat
mony, Miss Barbara Maye Cook and ed
that they would rather trust a man
R.
of
Homer
this
both
CHAPMAN LODGE NO f. A. F.
city.
Whitlock,
PHYSICIANS
A.
who is naturally honest than one who
Clear
home
The
at
took
the
ceremony
place
M. Regular com
is honest only because he has to be.
923
Mr.
of
and
Edward
Mrs;
Sears,
DR. A, J. BUTTERFIELD,
E. G. Murpbey has a firmly establish
munication first and
Tilden avenue, where the bride's par.
'
GRADUATE VETERINARIAN
third Thursdays In
ents reside, the ring ceremony of the ed reputation for square deal
When he
and
honesty.
sterling
ing
Methodist
church
used.
each month, Visiting Office, Chafln's
being
Livery Stable, Phone
'
The bride was gowned in a hand- told the people that Rexall Remedies
brothers
cordially
Main 1.
some blue silk dress. Miss Cook was are the purest and most dependable
ln1ted. Geo. H. Kinkel, W. M., Chas,
Calls answered day or night
attended by Miss Blanche Wray, as medicines that It is possible for mod
H. Sporleder, Secretary.
bride's maid. Mr. Whitlock was at- ern science to produce, and that he
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
tended by George Bryan, who acted would tell the public what each of
CAS VEGAS COMMANDERY NO.
as best man. The wedding was a quiet these 300 or more remedies contained,
DENTI8T
Knights Templar. Regular
home affair, only the Immediate rela- and that he sold Rexall Remedies on
guarantee that they would
Ol conclave second Tuesday In Suite 4, Crockett Building. Has tives and friends of the family being his personal
THE MOST POPULAR BRAND IN THK MARKET
entire satisfaction orthey would
give
and
residence.
present
office
each month at Masonic
at
phones
' '"
Mias Maye Cook, as she is best not cost the user a single cent he was
A BOX OF
Tempi, 7:30 p. m. John S. Clark,
believed.
Vein
known'
to
friends
Las
her
R.
DENTIST
F.
LORD.
K. C Charles Tamme, Recorder.
Ever since this announcement EVG.
gas, is a native of Cincinnati, Ohio,
store has been largely paDr. B. M. Williams.)
to
the
Murphey's
for
in
Las
(Successor
has
resided
and
Vegas
IS A. MOST WELCOME XMAS GIFT
las vegas Chapter no. s.
Ave years, being connected most tronized by people buying Rexall Rempast
al Arch Masons, Regular Office Pioneer Building, over Grand
this
of
which
that
all
proves
of the time with the Rosenthal Furni- edies,
Leader. Rooms 3 and 4. Phone ture company, as
convocation first Monday in
saleslady. Through store has the confidence of the1 people
Main 67.
vch
month at Masonic
her commercial connections, Miss and that honesty Is the best policy.
There is no "cure-all- "
among the
Cook has made herself exceedingly
Temple, 7:30 o. m. M. R.
are
Rexall
different
Remedies.
There
of
Wllllams. H. P, Chat. H.
thousands
with
the
people
popular
ATTORNEYS
with whom she has come in contact and separate medicines, each one deporieder, Secretary.
She is possessed of those sterling vised for a certain human ailment or
GEORGE H. HUNKER
1
NO.
qualities which go to make a good a class of ailments closely allied. For
EL DORADO LODGE
Attorney at Law
wife and these attended by her fine instance Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets are
have made recommended for the positive relief of
Knights of Pythias Office: Veeder Block Las Vegas New personal characteristics
stomach irritation, indigestion, flatul
meet every Monday
her a most charming woman.
Mexico.
In Castle
evenin
'
Mr. "Whitlock,, a popular young en ency and dyspepsia. They are rich In
.
Ball. Villi tins knights
Blsmuth-Subnltratand Carml
Fe
Santa
Pepsin
the
of
in
the
employ
gineer
MAIL
BIDS
FOR
Invited.
CARRYING
ire cordially
are
natives.
They
prepared by special
has been residing
L P, HAVENS.
ON STAR ROUTES WANTED. Railway company,
in Las Vegas for the past five years. processes which perfect and enhance
Chancellor Command
He is a native of Wichita, Kan. Mr. the great remedial value of these well- er.
The time for submitting bids for
Men's, Boys' and Children's Clothing a Specialty.
C. M. BERNHARD,
who has been in the rail known medicinal agents. This remWhitlock,
on the four star
"
'
Keeper ot Record and carrying 'the malls
business for some years, was edy sells for 25 cents, 50 cents, and
road
V '
Mall Orders Promptly Filled.
routes out of East Las Vegas is get
Seal.
suf$1.00
one
&
per
Every
Colorado
the
package.
first connected with
ting short. Any person who desires Southern Railway as a locomotive fering from stomach disorder should
bid on, the following routes should
to
BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
running out of Denver. Later try Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets, inas
consult with Postmaster F. 0. Blood: fireman,
came to Las Vegas. He worked much as they cost nothing if they do
UNION OP AMERICA Meets first
he
East Las .Vegas to Mineral Hill,
and third Wednesday of each month three times a week, present pay is here only a short time as a locomo- not satisfy.
Remember, E. G. Murphey's store is
fireman when he was promoted
W,
at Fraternal Brotherhood hall.
$450.
East Las Vegas to Roclada, tive
the
crlr store In East Las Vegaa
which
poof
the
to
engineer,
position
A. Givens, F. M.; Bertha C. Thorn- six times a week, present pay is SI,filled in a most capable where these remelies may be obtainhas
he
sition
hilL Secretary. Vi8itlng members 401.55. East Las Vegas to Chaperlto,
efficient in the dis- ed, and every one in ned of medicine
( Incorporated)
three times a week, present pay is manner,of being
cordially invited.
as well as a val- is urged to investigate and take ad
hia
duties
charge
Ri
to
Santa
$874.22. East Las Vegas
railroad man. He is vantage of the frank and generous
uable
LODGE. I. O. O. F. sa, three times a week, present pay a
REBEKAH
WHOLESALE MERCHANTS
B. of L. E., and Is manner in which they are sold.
of
member
the
meets second and fourth Thursday is $2,090 per annum.
' '"
also high up in the Masonic order. ,
and Dealers In
an elabor
venings of each month at the L O.
the
ceremony
Following
PILLS.
KIDNEY
FAMILY
MANIA
WILLIAMS'
HAS
N.
5
O. F. hall. Miss Bertha Becker,
WOOL?
ate wedding dinner was served at
Have you neglected your kidneys T o'clock, Mr. Whitlock and bride de0.; Mrs. Delia Peppard, V. G.; Mrs.
FOR SUING RAILROADS
Adelene Have you overworked your nervous parting on belated No. 7 lasfevening
T. F. Dailey, Secretary:
'
'
Houeea at
6ystem and caused trouble with your for an extended honeymoon trip to
Smith, Secretary.
Have you the City of Mexico. Mr. and Mrs.
kidneys and bladder?
Emat Ima Vegaa, N.M., Albuquerque, Km Mm, Tuoumoarl,
Oklahoma City, Dec. 9. What ap
B. P. O. E. MEETS SECOND AND pains In loins, side, back, groins and Whitlock were the recipients ot many pears to be a most unusual series of
Mm
Mm, Peooa, Mm Mm, Logan, Mm Mm, Trinidad, Oolorado
each bladder? Have you a flabby appear costly and beautiful presents from incidents . wherein
fourth Tuesday evenings
'
are
corporations
in
relatives
Cincinnati,
friends
and
month at O. R. C. hall.
Visiting ance of the face, especially under the
blamed with the responsibility for ac
and Las Vegas.
brothers are cordially Invited. W. eyes? Too frequent
cidents occurring in a certain family
desire to pass Wichita,
DAM WAGONS, tho Cost Farm Wagon mado
D. rW.
M. Lewis, exalted ruler;
of Burnetts, throughout Texas, Mis
urine? If so. Williams' Kidney Pills MUCH LOCAL PRODUCE
'
RAC;::Z-SATTLE- Y
Condon, secretary.
.
souri, Kansas, and now in Oklahoma,
CO., Vohloloa
will cure you at druggist's, price 60c.
BEING MARKETED HERE was adduced before Judge A. C. Mun-deWilliams' M'fg. Co.,- Props. Cleveland,
REGULAR
ASTERN STAR,
In the superior court here this
For sale by Center Block Drug
second and fourth
There Is a larger amount of farm week. The. action was that of G. G.
Store.
produce being marketed in this city Burnett against the Oklahoma TracThursday evenings of each month.
1
........
tnis winter tnan ever Derore. rne tion company (Patterson lines), askAll Visiting brothers and sisters are
Miss Antique "I have frequently mesa
a
In
besides
$15,000
farmers,
bringing
ing
damages.
cordially Invited. Mrs. Sarah A. been told that I don't look my age."
amount of butter and eggs are . According to the ' petition Burnett
Chaffin, worthy matron; Mrs. Ida Miss Caustique "Well, my dear, I large
furnishing the local merchants with was injured by .falling from a moving
dare say you never look it in the face."
Seellnger, secretary.
nearly all the vegetables used In the street car on June 2, last. His wounds 1,000 lbs., or more, egcli delivery, 20c per 160 lbs.
city. This i's a very gratifying state were such a's to cause, it Is alleged, i.ooo
NO.
LODGE
VEGAS
LAS
O.
lbs., to 2,000 lbs., each delivery, 25c per 100
10. F.,
Pneumonia
of
affairs and means much for the permanent disability and the suit' for
"In treating pneumonia," says Dr.
every Monday evening at
4, meet
200
lbs., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery ,'300 per 100 lbs.
of Las Vegas and surround- 115,000 was filed.
x
'. J. Smith, of Sanders, Ala., "the prosperity
thel hall on Sixth street All visl-taJ
In
their
country.
defense
the
ing
attorneys
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., each delivery , 40c per 100 lbs.
brethren cordially Invited to aV only remedy I use for the lungs is
reason
. of
showed
that
Burnett,
by
Less
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy. While,
50 lbs., each delivery,' 50c per 100 lbs.
For A Lame Back
injuries received from falling from
of course, I would treat other sympComstock, V. O.; R. O. Williams, toms with different medicines, I have ; When you have pains" or lameness a train in Grayson county, Texas, on
secretary; W. E. Crites, treasurer; vised this remedy many times in my In th back bathe the parts with January 4, last, filed suit against the
,...-'
a day, Katy railroad on February 16 asking
0. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee. medical practice and have yet failed Chamberlain's Liniment twice
.Harvesters, Stot ers and Distributers of Natural Ice, the
to find a case where it has not con- massaging with the palm of the hand $40,000 damages. It la also alleged
trolled the trouble. I have used it for five minutes at each application. by the defense that Burnett on June purity and lasting qualities of which have made Las (Vee-O
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD, NO.
...
JV
f
rs1
fumce:
myself, as has also my wife for Then dampen a piece of flannel slight- 19, two days before the injury receiv- camous.
ux tv
at
jjougias aTenue. 4
103, meets every Friday night
coughs and colds repeatedly, and I ly with this liniment and bind it on ed in Oklahoma county, took out en
their hall in the Schmidt building, most willingly and cheerfully re- over the seat of pain, and you may accident policy from which he has
west of Fountain Square, at eight commend it as superior to any other be surprised to see how quickly the secured a compromise.
lameness
For sale by all
o'clock. Visiting members are cor- cough remedy to my knowledge." dealers. disappears.
To follow further,
during 1908,
- For sale by all dealers.
Burnett sued the Santa Fe railway
dially welcome. Fred Phillips, presl'
for altimes
dent Jas. Lowe; secretary.
Women always .Jnslst on seryants at two separate
Our experience is that an artist
filed
cases
were
The
injuries.
leged
alwho is not appreciated is just about bringing letters of reference,
COUNKNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
at Dodge City, Kans., and settled on
a
as
for
a
is
as
it
there
know
isn't
that
disagreeable
possible
they
though
and
CIL NO. 804. meets second
compromise. Harry Wright, a brother-in-to be.
word of truth in them.
Pio- human
law
of Burnett, has a suit pendfourth Thursday, O. R. C hall,
WHOLESALE GROCi;rS
ing In the district court here against
neer building. Visiting members
'
- :
":"
W. R. Tipton,
Oklahoma
the
Street
Railway
invited.
City
are cordially
'
and
for
S.
$20,000
company
F.
damages
asking
G. K.; E. P. Mackel,
personal injuries. Also, C. A. Burnett
- )
Wool, Hides and Felts.
AND THIRD
has a suit 'pending at Fallls, Okla.,
P. O. E. MEETS FIRST
f
at
the M., K. & T. Railroad comAil
against
month,
Ktnas
oixsative
rrodt:::3.
each
Tuesday evenings
There is only One Oil Heater for pany for $15,000 for alleged personal
Pres-'- ;
Visit.
Hall
Grain
Sacks,
Brotherhood
Hay
Fraternal
the houskeeper who wants the Best. injuries. To finish the series, Wright's
invited.
Wholesalers of Drugs and Patent Medicines
tag brothera are cordially E.
wife has a suit pending in the dis
nd
best
is
meant
president;
By
thorough,
High Explosives, Fuse and Caps, r '
John Thornhill,
trict court of Oklahoma county like
..
.
faultless
and
work
.'
secretary.
.
in
the
Ward,
pe
efficiency wise, containing a prayer
tition that She be given damages
down to the smallest detail.
FRATERNAL
Headquarters In the Territory for
IN
MEET
BJBD MEN
from the Oklahoma City Street Rail
and
second
This
work must be performed day way company for damages.
Brotherhood ha.1 every
after day without fuss and fume and
fourth Thursday, sleep at the eighth
According to data which will be
weloffered In evidence, the family at
without smoke.
run. Visiting brothers always
David
MPLEMEflTS
various times have sued corporations
come to the wigwam.
for personal injuries in four separate
nh.m: Walte H. Davis,
nin
ot
states. The amounts asked for total
chief of records and collector
more than $125,000.
wampum.
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El Arabe Cigars
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Wholesalers of
General Xlerclrietintclis
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GROSS, HELL Y 'and CO.
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and PELTS

HIDES
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Retail Prices:
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than

agua Crura company
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Biwiic & SaiizaiiarCo ft).

Only One
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Sda

all-arou-
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PERFECTION
Oil

LODGE NO. 645,

J. E. ROSENWALD

L O. B. B. Meets every first
nesday of the month in the vestry
room of Temple Monteflore, DougWed-

g
las avenue and Ninth street
Invited.
cordially
brother are
Charles Greenclay, president; Rabbi
J. S. Raisin, secretary.
Visit-ta-

Heater

(Equipped with Smokeless Device J

No other oil heater in the world has attained the high heat efficiency and the sure smokeless performance reached by this
splendid achievement of modern science.

Turn the wick up as high as it will go there's no smoke as low as yott
please, there's no smell no fuss.
In raising, th wick is checked before it reaches the point at which it would
moke, by the new, quickly-removed
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Automatic Smokeless Device

The flame is at its zenith of power1, when the wick is locked, thus getting the
heater's full capacity.
The heat is as cleanly as that which comes from a steam radiator and more
certain. You may have it just where you want it beside the window in the
'
library in the bath room or in the liwhg room.
Brass font holds 4 quarts of oil burns 9 hours. Finished in nickel or Japan.
Various styles and finishes. Damper top cool handle aluminum window
frame.
If Not At Youri, Write lor Descriptive Circular
Every Dealer Everywhere.
'

to the Nearest Agency of the

COIf TUTEHTAXi

OIL COMPANY

Ieorponrtd)

MOVEMENT ON FOOT
CREAMERY.
TO ESTABLISH
A long felt want is about to be
realized, if present indications can be
relied on. It is not generally known,
but there is a movement on foot by
certain residents of the city to establish a first class creamery here.
That it will be a success from the
start is assured. There is enough
money sent to Kansas City for butter
each week to support a creamery of
large proportions. As the parties who
have the matter In charge have not
completed all arrangements the detail's of the proposition will be given
later.

Nothing seems Bo wonderful to a
mother as how she can teach her boy
to spell one word in about one hundred times as long as he teaches him
self dozens of ways to steal from the
pantry and lie about It
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Do You Wish
A

2-Po-

Arkansas Apples'
rt.rvR.eady fori
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If so please advise
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VIA
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lr :i ) Phone Main 193 or 194
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We Have

1$ CDe Store
FOR USEFUL

eg
5P
IS?

-

PAona

,

Afjn 979'. f f

ter to Santa Claus yesterday and
asked that he bring her a "dolly"
that could "chew gum and spit." Santa Claus will undoubtedly gratify this
youngster's request

A full line of Linen Hemstitched Table Cloths
with Napkins to match.
;
W? t r.
'v
;' v ,
ro
iuu .iine 01 uairenDerg ocarrs, raoie
Centers and Stand Covers all in pur

g

,

There will be a special meeting of
the town council on the West side this S
evening at 7 o'clock for the purpose of
taking steps to protect the property
Oscar Linberg, a clerk In the
Is again on duty after a week's against culverts.
go
.
sickness.
'
The Y. M. C. A. has added two "ping go
Fresh Fish at Pete Roth's tomorrow. pong" boards to its list of amusements
at the association building and of
The Twentieth Century Whist club which the youngsters are taking ad

LOCAL NEWS

THE STORE TIIATC ALWAYS BUSY
'f'

-
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c.
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WEATHER REPORT
December 8. 1909
Temperature Maximum 45; minimum 16; range 29.
Forecast Tonight partly cloudy and
wermer; Friday rain or snow.

Ten Cents?
..

I CDis

'VJcziitllfcId
Lcstfiyig
a

Pie, Sauce. Pudding and for the
moderate price of

;

1909

.
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WECIAL
Full Uaod blankets wlUt 2 -- Surcingles, 7So
Full stock o f lap Robes.

..

OF

DECEMBER

Keep your Horse warm; It Is half tha feed.

Can

und

THURSDAY,

',

met this atfenioon with Mrs. L. W. vantage.
Ilfeld at her home on Eighth street;
Wonderful assortment
f nrijt.
mas gifts. Low prices. Souvenir rrn.
of
at
the Crystal,
Change
program
712 Fifth street
'For a Woman's Sake," tonight only. ham's,

Been Making

Linen.

p Fancy Towels for Dresser Scarfs.

post-offic-

.

3

.

Col. R. E. Twitchell who has been
Ernest Blood has reported for duty Quite sick at his
at the Las Vegaa Mercantile company avenue for severalhome onis Columbia
renortBd
days,

store after a seige of sickness of a much better
today and expects to be
week's duration.

Pillow Tops, Fancy Stamped Linens and an
endless variety in all House Linens.

I

Jake Graaf,

Jj

SIXTH STKEET

j

PHONE MAIN 107 jj

out within the next few days.

1

flour

Get the best
shop.

had was made by a family who had been using these
other so called high patented 'fllours. They said
it made the bread so good that they used too much
flour. Can you beat that? Try ' a sack and be
convinced at your grocers. If hie offers you something just as good or better, phone us as we know
it has a few equals and no superiors. Then too,
if you use Graham flour," Whole Wheat flour,- or
Corn Meal flour, ask for the Las Vegas product as
we warrant them strictly high class, and freshly
made.
r

-

Las Vegas Ro
V

13L

labor

Trading

-

Phone Main

at Nolette'a barber

Victor Rey was handed ten dava t
on the streets today by Judge
Murray for being "lust a eommnn
The Colorado Telephone company hobo", looking for a warm,
to
sent out a team this morning with lay Himself down at night. place
some workmen to do some work in
the vicinity of Watrous,
Just received a new lot of rues.
come In and see them. May ft Hile,
Special sale until Xma on drawn Bridge street, opposite the, Brown
work at O. MaloofB, Bridge street.
Co.

a. year now an the only complaint we ever

The land car "Lola." of the United
The registry window of the East
Land company, arrived In the city last Las
Vegas postofflce will be open unnight on belated No. 7. having on til 6:30 p. m., every night from now
board about eighteen land buyers.
until Christmas. This Is for the benefit of those who are unable to go to
The Pearl Hand laundry, a laundry
office during the day.
that never tears your clothes. A trial the,
will convince.
Vicenta Montoya ared 18 Tears, and
Petrolino Apodaca ased 21 years, both
Beginning tomorrow evening, De residents of La Lagunita, and Antonla
cember 10th, the stores of Las Vegas Garcia
aged 18 years, and Feliciano
will be open every night until Decem Martinez aged 21
years, both residents
ber 24th. The stores of the city will of Manuelitas, have
been granted li
be closed all day Christmas day.
'
censes to wed.

Now is

THOSE WHO DESIRE

the time
to order
your
Christmas
Turkeys
Cranberries
and
home grown

Tram
And nothing but the best
for the money they pay
are PERFECTLY
with the values'

Celery

con-tent-

ed

we give in Our COFFEE

'S

department.

Work was started this morning: on Orders by Telephone Promptly and
Coors house on Washington avenue, taking down the
Carefully Filled.
remaining overhead
Mr. Newlee having recently sold ,lii structure' of the old
SDannin
A Trial is to Bay Here Always.
bridge
own property on Fourth street, toj Mr. the Galllnas. Th old brldee will soon
Hue.
be a thing of the past and will be re
placed by one that will stand for many school. The general admission will be
thirty-fivcents. School children will
CHINA CHINA.
years; to come.
be admitted for twenty-fiv- e
Miss Marshall, of the Cincinattl Art
cents.
d
Studio, has a fine collection of
Richard J. Sweeney has been admit First game called at 7:30.
china, oil ' and water color ted to the territorial asylum for the
novelties at our store that are as. fine insane from Albuquerque, Bernalillo
The Joyful news reached the
as can be painted. The prices are county. His condition is not harmful this morning that Mr. and Mrs. F.city
A.
right, considering her work. If you other than that his mind wanders Manzanarea, jr., are the proud and
colBee
and
call
the
are Interested,
and he thinks that he has been, ac- happy parents of a bouncing baby girl,
lection. 5 & 10 Cent store.
quainted at some time or another in born at Sunnyside, N. M., on Monday
life with every one whom he meetsv last Both mother and babe are re
Las Vegas is possessed with at
ported to be getting along nicely.
least one original youngster. A certain
Two exciting basketball games are
young miss in the city wrote a let- - scheduled for tomorrow night at the
Davidhizer and Rummel, the steam
Y. M. C. A. gymnasium, when the plow men, are
busy turning over the
first contests of the season between sod on the farm of F. A. Corthon,
the girls and boys teams of the Nor- two miles east of the city. They will
mal university will meet the girls and plow one hundred acres for Mr. Cor
boys' teams, respectively, of the high thon and will then take their plow
to the Gaylor-Kiefe- r
tract, where they
will be engaged for the balance of the
winter.
B. H. Newlee has moved into the

YOUR SELECTION

'

J

e'

Boucher,
Fresh Roasted Coffee,
"Stands Without a Peer"

bund-painte-

IIs important, not only for the present, but
f
also for the years to come.
IThe right Bank connection will be a material
, ,
?
help toprour every day business.
of
record
successful
a
Bank
safe,
'has
QThis
conservative banking from the day of its
,

"

.'

;

.

,,

.

WE INVITE YOUR BUSINESS

REMEMBER

The First National Bank
'

J

Our Cut Rate Our Sanitary

OF LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO.

CAPITAL 'and SURPLUS $130,000.00.
i,

Methods

'

JEFFERSON EAYNOLDS. President.

FLOUR SALE

HALLETT RAYNOLDS, ABB't Cashier "

E. D. RAYKOLDS, C&sbler.

"Ends Saturday
NX

Price

All Kinds of Cdal, Wood and Coke. Pine and
Pinion Wood

will then be
$3.75

!

i(

.t"Phone Main
.

Biy now at

SB

Von Aro

fected sources and everything we wash is
THOROUGHLY
STERILIZED
by our methods.
Our methods, appliances
and supplies are the best

$3.25

Particular

known,
We would be pleased to
serve you,

InYour Selection of Tea and Oof feo

W Can PioaoG You
We do not blend our. own stock. We leave
it to Chase and Sanborns experts. That is
their business. Our business is to sell

s

;

MAIN 81

1.

1

STEARNS

Pure Things to Eat

On AH of

Oar Boys' and Children's Suits and Overcoats

For Hoxt

15 Day a

As we find that we are overstocked on
Boys' and Children's Suits and Over
coats, we have decided to give this

t

4

REMEMBE- R-

that is why we are

We deliver plants oncut flowers

sr

,

;

is
We Are as

i;

Groocrc, Culchero end Baker

2 W T, Will
'

Chase and Sanborns Sole Agents

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, age4
in the wood. Direct from distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course.

BIG REDUCTION
Las Vegas
Suits,
if $3.20
Steam Laundry v $4.0050 Suits...
...'.( 3.60

The Best of Everything Eatable
v

CHAS. TAMMB,

Secretary Board of Education.

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourboa
It is the Intention of the young at the Opera bar. Served from barpeople of the city to give a minstrel rels oa the bar.
show at the Duncan opera house
Caratair's rye served at the Antlers
about the middle of February. There
is $281 how in the fund for building only.
a curbing around Hillsite park. It is
proposed to raise $300 more and
The best draft beer In the city. At
build the curb around the park as The
Lobby, ot course.
soon as the weather will permit. The
minstrel' show is for this purpose.
Pabst'a draught beer on tat only
at Opera bar.
The Optic leads; others tag.

.

.

Foot of Mtvin St.

21

are a safeguard against the
DANGER OF DISEASE
We WILL NOT knowingly accept bundles from in-

Pay Your School Poll Tax.
I am Instructed by the board of education to begin with the collection,
of school poll tax for the year 1909
at once, which Is $1.00 for all able
bodied men over 21 yaara old. Mr
office hours are from 2 to 4 o'clock
p. m. at my office, in the City HalL

Kearjops JciiTelgptione.

as Vegas Greenhouses
Phone Main 276
PERRY
ONION, Prop.

5.00 Suits,.', i
5.50 Suits,.?- 6.00 Suits......
6.50 Suitor . . . .
7.00
V- -

Suits,.,

LiJIFf

400
4.40
4.80

!

Jr.'

B.20

if W
I.

;

V

I

X

0.60
t

.

We handle none but the best The Ederheiner Stein & Co.
GOOD MAKE.

Tho Boston ClothmfjHoucoGRElNBEMSati Proa
(M.

-

